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Q.
University wants to celebrate Veterans Day next year
'Serving the Bowling Green community for over 75 years

□ In order to align the University class schedule with
that of UT and MCO, classes
will be held the day before
Thanksgiving next year.
ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BG News
In favor of aligning the class schedule
with that of area institutions, the University has made a move to cancel
classes on Veterans Day.
But with thai, classes will be held the
day before Thanksgiving, taking away
the traditional travel day given to University students.

The change was made last week by
Charles Middleton, provost and vice
president for academic affairs.
The reason behind it - as far as University President Sidney Ribeau can
tell - is to align the class schedule with
the University of Toledo and the Medical College of Ohio.
Middleton is out of town and unavailable for comment.
Normally, the process of changing
the academic calendar requires an affirmative vote by the committee on
academic affairs of the Faculty Senate.
The decision was able to be made without a formal vote in order to align the
University with UT and MCO, a consideration made by the provost.
Judy Adams, chairwoman of the

committee, said the issue was discussed
at the committee meeting for informational purposes with no action taking
place.
Middleton issued a memo to all departments concerning the change, noting the concurrence of the committee.
Adams said other options were discussed to avoid taking the holiday break
away from students. One of those options is to start the semester one day
early, keeping the vacation day as well
as observing Veterans Day.
The University is different because it
is mostly a residential campus with students often traveling a distance to attend - MCO and UT don't have that
problem, Adams said.
"It's really unique to Bowling Green,"

M

Adams said. "Their (UT and MCO) students are mainly commuter and that's a
problem."
Either way, all three institutions are
required to stay on the same schedule
for students taking class at more than
one school. UT and MCO both recently
changed their schedules from quarters
to semesters to align with the University.
Ribeau said he thinks it is important
for the University to celebrate Veterans Day, but options need to be
looked into. He said he is not familiar
with how the final decision was made
because the schedule is Middleton's initiative.
"Having Veterans Day off makes
sense to me," Ribeau said. "But it is

"Having Veterans Day
off makes sense to me."
Sidney Ribeau
University president
tradition at Bowling Green to have a
day to travel. Other schools don't have
that day."
Ribeau explained that when one day
is taken away from the schedule it must
be made up to fit the academic grid He
was reluctant to comment further because he did not know the details of how
Middleton's final decision was made.

U.S. considers giving Iraq incentive to ease crisis
a The United States
may offer more humanitarian assistance
to Iraq if U.N. inspectors are allowed to
return.

□ Students are advised
to guard themselves
against theft, especially
during the holiday
season.

The Associated Press
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan The United States and its allies are considering allowing
Iraq greater access to humanitarian assistance if Saddam
Hussein agrees to permit U.N.
weapons inspectors to return
to Iraq, an administration official said today.
The official described the
plan as a "little carrot" designed to give Saddam an incentive to ease the current
crisis over U.N. inspections
and help the Iraqi people at the
same time.
He outlined the proposal to
reporters who accompanied
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright here on an official
visit tonight.
Without mentioning this diplomatic avenue, President Clinton said today that any effort to
peacefully resolve the
US. Iraq standoff would be
backed by "our strong military
capabilities."
"We cannot rule out any options," Clinton said during an
appearance at a Wichita, Kan.,
Job training center. "The bottom line is, we have to understand that it's essential that
those inspectors go back to
work. The safety of the children of the world depends on
it."
U.S. officials have been in
touch with British and French
officials on the issue. Disclosure of the proposal comes at a

By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

U.S. Marine Corps Captain Theodore S. Jackson straps into the ejection seat of an F/A-18C Hornet during start up and launch proceedures for his next flight aboard the USS Nimitz in the Persian Gulf.
The United States and its allies are considering allowing Iraq greater
time when the United States government has complained
has been prodding Russia and
often about the U.N. oil-forFrance to use their influence to food plan, which provides most
encouiage Saddam to reverse of the humanitarian aid.
course.
"These complaints are clear
In New York, Nizar Ham- to the international community
doon, the Iraqi ambassador to
and the Security Council,"
the United Nations, said his
Hamdoon said. "But at this

With the approach of the holiday season, campus and city
police want students to watch
their belongings.
According to Dick Gullufsen,
University public information
officer, students should be aware
of where they leave their books.
He said this is the time when students especially need money to
buy holiday gifts.
"Be careful of leaving books
laying around, especially at the
library," he said. "Someone can
take the books and return them
for cash."
Gullufsen said students living
in residence halls should lock
their doors, even if they are only
going down the hall. He said
many think nothing will happen
to their stuff if the door is shut.
"It's natural to think that nothAtlocUtcd PreM phot*
ing will happen but then someaccess to humanitarian assistance if Saddam Hussein agrees to perthing happens," Gullufsen said.
mit U.N. weapons inspectors to return to Iraq an administration offi"Be watchful of people."
cial said.
Theft is nothing new to the
University, Gullufsen said. He
seen a steady escalation of tenpoint, I think this statement resaid it generally increases during
sions in the area, including an
flects on something that is a
the holiday season and at the end
increase in the deployment of
•no-starter" in trying to resolve
of the spring semester.
U.S.
military
forces.
the current crisis."
One way to protect your bookHumanitarian
aid
to
Iraq
is
The proposal was seen as an
bag at the University bookstore
now limited to a highly reattempt by the United States
is to use the lockers, according to
stricted oil-for-food program.
and its allies to change the dyGullufsen.
• See IRAQ, page five.
namic of a situation that has
"Since there are so many
bookbags, someone could walk
off with any bag," he said.
"Everything could be stolen."
According to Thomas Votava,
Bowling Green city police chief,
the holidays bring an increase of
automobile break-ins. He said
often times when someone is
shopping they take packages out
to their car, which becomes a
quick steal for thiefs.
Rebecca Caruso
"The cars are broken into and
spokeswoman for Toys R Us the gifts are taken," Votava said.
"Be aware of your belongings."
Votava said apartment breakMichigan Attorney General ins increased over the holidays
and damage to its carefully cultivated 'everyday-low-price' i-Yank J. Kelley said the secret because students go home. He
deal cheated Michigan parents said officers patrol the areas
image," Vacco said.
Iowa Attorney General Tom and children out of hundreds of more while students are gone to
Miller said Toys R Us, with some thousands of dollars because make sure the unoccupied
600 stores nationwide and about prices were artificially inflated apartments are safe
Votava advises students who
10 in Iowa, "muscled" toy at Toys R Us and the discount
stay over the holidays to watch
makers to stop selling to buying stores.
"It is particularly galling that the empty apartments and report
clubs or to sell the clubs only
combination packs of two or the company targeted the most
• See THEFTS, page five.
popular toys in this scheme."
more toys.

Thirty-six states join civil lawsuit against Toys R Us
The Associated Press
NEW YORK -- Thirty-six
states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia joined a civil
lawsuit Monday that alleges the
nation's largest toy retailer is
bullying its competitors.
The lawsuit filed last month in
U.S. District Court In Brooklyn
accused Toys R Us of intimidating its suppliers from shipping
Mr. Potato Head, Barbie dolls
and other popular toys to warehouse discounters like Price
Club, Sam's and BJ's. It sought
unspecified damages.
Having other states involved in
the lawsuit allows them to combine resources to demonstrate
the broad effect on consumers,

Students
warned
to watch,
their books

New York Attorney General
Dennis C. Vacco said in a release.
But Rebecca Caruso, a
spokeswoman for the Paramus,
NJ.-based chain, said the company had expected "these tag
along lawsuits" after an administrative judge in September ruled
that Toys R Us illegally used its
clout to get toy makers to stop
selling to discounters.
Judge James P. Timony in
Washington ruled that the company warned toy makers it might
stop carrying certain toy lines if
the products also were offered to
discount stores.
The ruling upheld charges
filed In a May 1996 complaint by
the Federal Trade Commission,
which accused the company of

using its status to keep prices artificially high and its competitors
at a comfortable distance.
Ms. Caruso said Toys R Us announced at a 1992 toy fair that it
reserved the right not to carry
the same items offered to discount stores. She noted that the
company has appealed Timony's
ruling and was confident it would
be found to have acted properly.
"We've always acted fairly and
in the best Interests of the consumers," she said.
Vacco said that Mattel, Hasbro,
Tyco Industries and Little Tikes
Co. had relur .ily agreed to the
terms set by . „ys R Us.
"These low-margin retailers
were underselling Toys R Us,
which feared a loss of business

"We always acted fairly and in the best
interests of the consumers.
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Iraq: the 'eternal mother of battles' revisited
For the past six years. Americans have widely shared the
belief that the Allied Forces won.
and Iraq lost the Persian Gulf
War of 1991.
But events from the past
fortnight have earnestly illustrated such thoughts are as
mythical as a tuition decrease.
With each passing day. hour
and minute, Saddam Hussein
maniacly brings the world closer
to military confrontation. This
past Thursday Hussein expelled
American, and ultimately United
Nations, arms inspectors out of
Iraq. This is pure disregard and a
violation of the treaty that
concluded the Gulf War.
Although this incident's Impact
Is widely ignored. President
Clinton clearly notes this action's
grave consequences. In an age
where terrorism remains the
world's most powerful political
tool. Clinton acknowledges the
possibility of a future where
people like Hussein. If unchecked, use poison gas and
briefcase bombs to terrorize
nations.
United Nations inspectors
estimate Iraq is hiding 130 tons

TOM DENK
of chemical
weaponry.
Where those
arms are
hidden, only
Hussein
knows for
sure.
In 1991.
President
Bush rode the
Gulf War to
an approval ranking that
exceeded 90 percent. However,
his direction of the Gulf War
campaign now appears vastly
ineffective. Hussein remains
uncontrolled, and most of his
army survived the war.
Only two of Iraq's seven
chemical weapons plants were
destroyed In 1991. Although
Kuwait's liberation Is not
Insignificant, the Gulf War did
little but tell Hussein the
modern world is afraid and
Incapable of stopping his
military schemes.
Unfortunately. Hussein does

-EDITORIAL-

Don't take away our
travel day
In a hasty process, which included by-passing the Faculty
Senate. Charles Mlddleton has given Veterans Day off to
BGSU students. Unfortunately. It will come at the cost of
losing the day before Thanksgiving, a unique but essential
day off for students.
Having Veterans Day off sounds like a noble enough idea.
Celebrating a national holiday would put the University In
tune with the rest of the world. It would also give students a
surely appreciated mid-semester break.
However, the only way the University should be able to toy
with the semester schedule Is if they want to Just give us a
holiday. Free days won't Inconvenience students. But If a
holiday this means a trade-off. as It does In this case, there
should be some campus Input In the matter. If there had
been, the University would find that the day before Thanksgiving Is the last day we want to go to school.
In a classic case of "we don't know what we got til It's
gone." The BG News is shaking our heads In disbelief at the
news. We arc not Just whining, but expesslng a genuine
concern. Holding classes the day before Thanksgiving would
throw a wrench In the travel plans of many students.
Remember, we surely don't all live within 100 miles of the
University.
The day off has been a historically cherished travel day.
and will probably remain so even If the University tries to
hold classes. One day for travel Is what separates Thanksgiving, a long and comfortable visit, from Just another hectic
weekend. We predict that the University has caused itself
grief In this move. It will pay for next year In test rescheduling, empty classrooms, and an overall pain In the neck.
All of this can easily be avoided by tacking some other day
on to the academic schedule. The first day of school, for
example, could be a day earlier and wouldn't be the kind of
sacrifice Dr. Mlddleton has asked of us In cutting out
Thanksgiving break.

Letter to the editor policy:
The BG News encourages readers' input lo discuss topics of
interest to the BGSU community. If you would like yo have something printed in The BG News, we offer you two formats.
• Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages).
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be
submitted as Guest columns. Guest columns will be subject to space
limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone
number (phone numbers are strictly for verification and not for
publication). If you are not a BGSU student, please provide your
position or affiliation with the University or the community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in saved
on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is given
and the editorial board deems anonymity is in the proper interests
of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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not operate In the modern world.
He possesses a monolithic
mentality and will not be intimidated by anybody, especially by
Americans.
Iraq's Vlce-Presldcnt Taha
Yassin Ramadan voiced the Iraqi
stance. The Americans' and
Zionists' threats, in which they
warn of using their cowardly
weapons... against Iraq, do not
terrify us."
President Clinton now faces
arguably the most critical
decisions of his presidency. He
has stood up to Hussein before.
In 1993. allied planes struck
near Baghdad. Later that year.
Clinton ordered a missile volley
In retaliation for an Iraqi plot to
kill President Bush. In 1994. he
ordered 54.000 U.S. troops to
the Kuwatl border to counter an
Iraqi buildup. In September
1996. two days of missiles
punished Iraq for mobilizing Its
army against ethnic Kurds.
But now more than ever, It is
apparent that diplomacy and
rationale only fall when dealing
with Hussein. Swift land more
Importantly) decisive military
force is the only way to control
True Collegiates
AMP 7iv*

TtoAsr

Iraq's wily dictator.
Clinton, continually performing his best JFK mannerisms,
wisely reiterates this current
crisis Is no replay of 1991. This
situation is potentially more
explosive. In more ways than
one.
The United States has told Iraq
to expect surveillance In the
form of U2 spy planes. The
United Nations have even told
Iraq approximately where our
planes will be flying. Iraq has
threatened to shoot down any
planes flying over their country.
Alas. Babylon?
But don't expect an American
F 14 to drop a bomb in
Hussein's morning coffee any
time soon. Hussein drapes his
palaces with human shields, and
the U.N. would never allow It
anyway. U.S. targets would
include Iraqi anti-aircraft
batteries and radar and communication posts. Notice that
targets exclude the Iraqi chemical weapon arsenal.
In fact, an extensive military
campaign (some call It war) will
be needed to truly control the
dangers that lurk. Hussein's

chemical and biological arsenal
remain deeply entrenched, safely
resting under almost 20 feet of
concrete protection. Also, the
locations of these weapons
cannot be precisely determined,
and current American weapons
can only penetrate 10 feet of
hardened rock.
Even If bombs could reach the
chemical weaponry, our military
lacks the hlgh-tcmperature.
Incendiary warfare that Is
needed to vaporize the weapons
Iraq Is believed to posess.
Military leaders refuse to chance
accldently releasing these
weapons on Iraqi citizens.
So what does the United States
have to gain from military
conflict? Besides blatant raises
in the price of gasoline. It seems
very little. U.S. military officials
are extremely hesitant of Initiating another ground war. and
only Great Britain and Israel
have committed to following our
nation's military agenda.
But every day Hussein Is
allowed to hide his chemical
weapons, every responsible
government opens itself to the
whims of terrorists.

The impending military
conflict, and quite possibly an
atrocious onslaught of biological
weaponry, is one the United.
States must endure. In 1991.
our military overestimated the
strength of the soldiers within
the Iraqi military. However, they
vastly underestimated the
breadth of Iraq's Impudence and
the resources that funds that
drives it.
Iraqi state television confirms
the promise of war. using
Hussein's phrase for the Gulf
War, warning that "a bright new
chapter In... the eternal mother
of battles" is approaching.
Although patience and diplomacy are virtuous, temporarily
the pen will not be mightier than
the sword. For a nation determined as any other to "win"
every battle we encounter, the
United States must endure the
first rule of war- that there are
no winners.
Tom Denk is the Tuesday columnist
for The News. Any questions and
comments can be sent lo
lomdenkdfbgnel.bgsu.edu or lo 210
West Hall.
by Jason Lady
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Inspiration Sister Soulja style
Slsta Souljah visited campus
Nov. 14. to speak primarily to
African-American women of
Bowling Green State University. I
am not an African-American
woman. But as a woman. Sista
Souljah spoke to me also. Even
though Sista Souljah's presentation was more relevant to the
African-American women of
campus I still feel her words
were applicable to me.
Slsta Souljah's presentation
focused on black conscience,
unity and relationships. I felt her
most Important message came
from her knowledge of African
culture In relevance to male and
female relationships, female
relationships and alliances.
As women that we must ask
ourselves personal questions,
such as: Do I respect myself
enough to not give Into men or to
not give Into sexual desires? Do I
even want a man who wants me
to give Into sexual desires or Into
sexual pressures? Should I
attempt to conceive life with a
man before I know his religion or
even his parents? Sista Souljah
made It clear to us. women, we
must keep ourselves from
becoming sex objects or sex toys.
Men also must remember to
control their lower selves. As a
man you must ask yourself: Do I
want to be attached to that
"booty" for the rest of my life
because she may be impregnated
with my child If I have sex with
her tonight?

Slsta Souljah also talked
about the relationships between
women. Women, as a whole, we
Judge other women before we
meet them. I know I Judge other
women on a regular basis, and
Slsta Souljah made a good
argument for why I should stop.
We have notions of other
women's sexual activity. fashIons, style and attractiveness.
All these factors are Interrelated but as women, or rather as
humans, we prejudge people
before we know people's personalities. Sista Souljah wisely
urged us women to remember
that behind make-up. dyed hair
and fake hair we are women with
similar desires and problems.
Taking advantage of the
facilities we have access to now
such as libraries, lecture halls,
free technology and funding is
the second step to making
concrete alliances before life
after college. Speaking to the
African-American audience.
Slsta Souljah made It clear that
plans must be acted upon now
to make up for opportunities
that were never had In the past
as a whole culture and as
Individuals. How are these
opportunities made Into realities?
After you have respect for
yourself and for other people
opportunities for alliances will
follow. The first step for us to
create a respect for ourselves
and to each other as a culture.

GUEST COLUMN
according to Slsta Souljah. is to
begin reading.
Inside books are rele models
of a culture that you are asked
i.HI to commit to or to accept.
Gaining knowledge from books
puts you ahead. Using your
senses to become aware of your
background Is so Important
according to Slsta Souljah. who
has traveled throughout Europe
and Africa. Reclaiming the
culture that has not been
taught In history courses and Is
"Identified by elephants, lions,
tigers and Sally Struther's'
starving babies." Slsta Souljah
encouraged audience members
to see African heritage as good
as the European culture.
Reading the Icons of African
culture gives a more whollstic
view of African culture. From
WEB. du Bols to Malcolm X.
there are numerous stories
written by Influential Icons
gathering dust In the library
and Just waiting to be tapped on
the Internet.
The final point Slsta Souljah
had was a call to organize. If the
guidelines to relationships are
followed then organizing will be
the next step. Reading books
from influential Icons of the
past are more beneficial II the
content Is spoke about within

groups. Discussing the wisdom
of an author within groups
clarifies the author's conclusion,
because other interpretations
can enrich our own interpretation.
Therefore Sista Souljah
encouraged organizing book
discussions with other interested
people. Reading books. Instead
of wasting time by smoking
blunts or drinking 40 ounces, Is
vital to culturlng the mind.
Video discussions to book
discussions are happening right
now. So I urge people who also
felt Inspired by Sista Souljah to
talk about her advice and use
her words as energy. Let's get
together and start talking,
because May 10 Is too late.
There Is a video discussion on
the film "Color of Fear" this
Wednesday at 9 p.m. In Olscamp
215. If you would like to have
more Information about other
activities on campus please
contact me.
Also if you would like to
witness some of African-American culture please Join the Board
of Black Cultural Activities on a
trip to the Museum of AfricanAmerican History In Detroit on
Dec. 7. Thank you to all the
sponsors, who funded and
organized Slsta Souljah's presentation, keep up the good work.
Contact Lynnelle Berkey at
dawnberCtbgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Math Science Building foyer.
Fundraiser will include the sale of
"turkey grams" and promo items.

Kappa Delta Raffle Ticket
Sale (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)

'

Math Science hallway. The raffle is
for a gift certificate!
Ticket Sales for the BGSEA
formal dance (10 a.m. -1
p.m.)
First Floor Education Building.
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Early music ensemble
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Arts Center. Free.
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Student jazz combos (8
p.m.)
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Volleyball at MAC
Tournament (TBA)
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i will host first-round matches
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African American
Christmas card sale (TBA)
F.ducation Steps. Selling of African
hristmas cards for a fund
raiser. Each card will be about $2.

Wednesday, 11/19/97
TODAY'S

Television program "The
Primal Mind" Xl-AS p.m.)
Education 303. November is
Native American Heritage Month.
The Office of Multicultural Activities
is sponsoring four closed circuit
television programs. All programs
can be viewed on Channel 3 in all
classrooms on campus. The program
will also be available to viewers in
the room number noted Please call
372-2343 for more information.
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Today
Cold wit!i ha;

Wednesday....

\Undttr of events :s a service of The
BG News for the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University xoeb page.

Sunnier and cold. High: 43 L>

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Summer & Fall off 1998
Houses and Apartments
Brochures Are Available!
319E.Wooster

352-6553

Great American Smokeout
Thursday, November 20

i

Free Survival Kit

Business Fashion Show
Tues: Nov. 18th at 7:30 p.m.
in 1007 BA
Everyone Welcome!
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Apartment living NOT
what you expected?

Q

• call now for Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities included
• space available immediatley
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility
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Call Newman Housing
for details on hassle-free living!
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Iraq: the 'eternal mother of battles' revisited
For the past six years. Americans have widely shared the
belief that the Allied Forces won.
and Iraq lost the Persian Gulf
War of 1991.
But events from the past
fortnight have earnestly Illustrated such thoughts are as
mythical as a tuition decrease.
With each passing day. hour
and minute. Saddam Hussein
manlacly brings the world closer
to military confrontation. This
past Thursday Hussein expelled
American, and ultimately United
Nations, arms Inspectors out of
Iraq. This Is pure disregard and a
violation of the treaty that
concluded the Gulf War.
Although this incident's Impact
Is widely ignored. President
Clinton clearly notes this action's
grave consequences. In an age
where terrorism remains the
world's most powerful political
tool. Clinton acknowledges the
possibility of a future where
people like Hussein. If unchecked, use poison gas and
briefcase bombs to terrorize
nations.
United Nations inspectors
estimate Iraq Is hiding 130 tons

TOM DENK
of chemical
weaponry.
Where those
arms are
hidden, only
Hussein
knows for
sure.
In 1991.
President
Bush rode the
Gulf War to
an approval ranking that
exceeded 90 percent. However,
his direction of the Gulf War
campaign now appears vastly
ineffective. Hussein remains
uncontrolled, and most of his
army survived the war.
Only two of Iraq's seven
chemical weapons plants were
destroyed in 1991. Although
Kuwait's liberation Is not
insignificant, the Gulf War did
little but tell Hussein the
modern world is afraid and
incapable of stopping his
military schemes.
Unfortunately. Hussein does

-EDITORIAL-

Don't take away our
travel day
In a hasty process, which included by-passing the Faculty
Senate, Charles Mlddleton has given Veterans Day off to
BGSU students. Unfortunately. It will come at the cost of
losing the day before Thanksgiving, a unique but essential
day off for students.
Having Veterans Day off sounds like a noble enough Idea.
Celebrating a national holiday would put the University In
tune with the rest of the world. It would also give students a
surely appreciated mid-semester break.
However, the only way the University should be able to toy
with the semester schedule Is if they want to Just give us a
holiday. Free days won't Inconvenience students. But If a
holiday this means a trade-off. as It does In this case, there
should be some campus Input in the matter. If there had
been, the University would find that the day before Thanksgiving is the last day we want to go to school.
In a classic case of "we don't know what we got 'til It's
gone," The BG New* Is shaking our heads In disbelief at the
news. We are not Just whining, but expesslng a genuine
concern. Holding classes the day before Thanksgiving would
throw a wrench In the travel plans of many students.
Remember, we surely don't all live within 100 miles of the
University.
The day off has been a historically cherished travel day.
and will probably remain so even If the University tries to
hold classes. One day for travel Is what separates Thanksgiving, a long and comfortable visit, from Just another hectic
weekend. We predict that the University has caused Itself
grief in this move. It will pay for next year in test rescheduling, empty classrooms, and an overall pain In the neck.
All of this can easily be avoided by tacking some other day
on to the academic schedule. The first day of school, for
example, could be a day earlier and wouldn't be the kind of
sacrifice Dr. Middleton has asked of us In cutting out
Thanksgiving break.

Letter to the editor policy:
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics of
interest to the BGSU community. If you would like yo have something printed in The BG News, we offer you two formats.
•Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages).
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be
submitted as Guest columns. Guest columns will be subject to space
limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone
number (phone numbers are strictly for verification and not for
publication). If you are not a BGSU student, please provide your
position or affiliation with the University or the community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in saved
on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent The Newi from printing all letters received. The News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is given
and the editorial board deems anonymity is in the proper interests
of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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not operate In the modern world.
He possesses a monolithic
mentality and will not be Intimidated by anybody, especially by
Americans.
Iraq's Vice-Presldent Taha
Yassln Ramadan voiced the Iraqi
stance. "The Americans' and
Zionists' threats. In which they
warn of using their cowardly
weapons... against Iraq, do not
terrify us."
President Clinton now faces
arguably the most critical
decisions of his presidency. He
has stood up to Hussein before.
In 1993. allied planes struck
near Baghdad. Later that year.
Clinton ordered a missile volley
In retaliation for an Iraqi plot to
kill President Bush. In 1994. he
ordered 54.000 U.S. troops to
the Kuwatl border to counter an
Iraqi buildup. In September
1996. two days of missiles
punished Iraq for mobilizing its
army against ethnic Kurds.
But now more than ever, it is
apparent that diplomacy and
rationale only fall when dealing
with Hussein. Swift (and more
importantly) decisive military
force is the only way to control

Iraq's wily dictator.
Clinton, continually performing his best JFK mannerisms,
wisely reiterates this current
crisis Is no replay of 1991. This
situation is potentially more
explosive, in more ways than
one.
The United States has told Iraq
lo expect surveillance In the
form of U2 spy planes. The
United Nations have even told
Iraq approximately where our
planes will be flying. Iraq has
threatened to shoot down any
planes flying over their country.
Alas. Babylon?
But don't expect an American
F-14 to drop a bomb In
Hussein's morning coffee any
time soon. Hussein drapes his
palaces with human shields, and
the U.N. would never allow It
anyway. U.S. targets would
Include Iraqi anti-aircraft
batteries and radar and communication posts. Notice that
targets exclude the Iraqi chemical weapon arsenal.
In fact, an extensive military
campaign (some call it war) will
be needed to truly control the
dangers that lurk. Hussein's
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chemical and biological arsenal
remain deeply entrenched, safely
resting under almost 20 feet of
concrete protection. Also, the
locations of these weapons
cannot be precisely determined,
and current American weapons
can only penetrate 10 feet of
hardened rock.
Even If bombs could reach the
chemical weaponry, our military
lacks the high-temperature.
Incendiary warfare that is
needed to vaporize the weapons
Iraq Is believed to posess.
Military leaders refuse to chance
accidently releasing these
weapons on Iraqi citizens.
So what does the United States
have to gain from military
conflict? Besides blatant raises
in the price of gasoline, it seems
very little. U.S. military officials
are extremely hesitant of Initiating another ground war. and
only Great Britain and Israel
have committed to following our
nation's military agenda.
But every day Hussein Is
allowed to hide his chemical
weapons, every responsible
government opens Itself to the
whims of terrorists.

The impending military
conflict, and quite possibly an
atrocious onslaught of biological
weaponry. Is one the United.
States must endure. In 1991,
our military overestimated the
strength of the soldiers within
the Iraqi military. However, they
vastly underestimated the
breadth of Iraq's Impudence and
the resources that funds that
drives It.
Iraqi state television confirms
the promise of war. using
Hussein's phrase for the Gulf
War. warning that "a bright new
chapter In... the eternal mother
of battles" Is approaching.
Although patience and diplomacy are virtuous, temporarily
the pen will not be mightier than
the sword. For a nation determined as any other to "win"
every battle we encounter, the
United States must endure the
first rule of war- that there are
no winners.
Tom Denk is the Tuesday columnist
for The News. Any questions and
comments can be sent to
tomdenk@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to 210
West Hall.
by Jason Lady
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Inspiration Sister Soulja style
Slsta Souljah visited campus
Nov. 14. to speak primarily to
African-American women of
Bowling Green State University. I
am not an African-American
woman. But as a woman. Sista
Souljah spoke to me also. Even
though Slsta Souljah's presentation was more relevant to the
African-American women of
campus I still feel her words
were applicable to me.
Sista Souljah's presentation
focused on black conscience,
unity and relationships. I felt her
most Important message came
from her knowledge of African
culture In relevance to male and
female relationships, female
relationships and alliances.
As women that we must ask
ourselves personal questions,
such as: Do I respect myself
enough to not give Into men or to
not give into sexual desires? Do I
even want a man who wants me
to give into sexual desires or Into
sexual pressures? Should I
attempt to conceive life with a
man before I know his religion or
even his parents? Slsta Souljah
made It clear to us. women, we
must keep ourselves from
becoming sex objects or sex toys.
Men also must remember to
control their lower selves. As a
man you must ask yourself: Do I
want to be attached to that
"booty" for the rest of my life
because she may be Impregnated
with my child If I have sex with
her tonight?

Slsta Souljah also talked
about the relationships between
women. Women, as a whole, we
Judge other women before we
meet them. I know 1 Judge other
women on a regular basis, and
Slsta Souljah made a good
argument for why I should stop.
We have notions of other
women's sexual activity, fashions, style and attractiveness.
All these factors are interrelated but as women, or rather as
humans, we prejudge people
before we know people's personalities. Slsta Souljah wisely
urged us women to remember
that behind make-up. dyed hair
and fake hair we are women with
similar desires and problems.
Taking advantage of the
facilities we have access to now
such as libraries, lecture halls,
free technology and funding Is
the second step to making
concrete alliances before life
after college. Speaking to the
African-American audience.
Slsta Souljah made It clear that
plans must be acted upon now
to make up for opportunities
that were never had in the past
as a whole culture and as
Individuals. How are these
opportunities made Into realities?
After you have respect for
yourself and for other people
opportunities for alliances will
follow. The first step for us to
create a respect for ourselves
and to each other as a culture.

GUEST COLUMN
according to Slsta Souljah. is to
begin reading.
Inside books are rele models
of a culture that you are asked
not to commit to or to accept.
Gaining knowledge from books
puts you ahead. Using your
senses to become aware of your
background Is so Important
according to Slsta Souljah, who
has traveled throughout Europe
and Africa. Reclaiming the
culture that has not been
taught In history courses and Is
"Identified by elephants, lions,
tigers and Sally Struther's"
starving babies." Slsta Souljah
encouraged audience members
to see African heritage as good
as the European culture.
Reading the Icons of African
culture gives a more whollstlc
view of African culture. From
WEB. du Bols to Malcolm X.
there are numerous stories
written by Influential icons
gathering dust In the library
and Just waiting to be tapped on
the Internet.
The final point Slsta Souljah
had was a call to organize. If the
guidelines to relationships are
followed then organizing will be
the next step. Reading books
from influential Icons of the
past are more beneficial if the
content Is spoke about within

groups. Discussing the wisdom
of an author within groups
clarifies the author's conclusion,
because other Interpretations
can enrich our own interpretation.
Therefore Slsta Souljah
encouraged organizing book
discussions with other Interested
people. Reading books, Instead
of wasting time by smoking
blunts or drinking 40 ounces. Is
vital to culturing the mind.
Video discussions to book
discussions are happening right
now. So I urge people who also
felt Inspired by Sista Souljah to
talk about her advice and use
her words as energy. Let's get
together and start talking,
because May 10 Is too late.
There is a video discussion on
the film "Color of Fear" this
Wednesday at 9 p.m. In Olscamp
215. If you would like to have
more Information about other
activities on campus please
contact me.
Also If you would like to
witness some of African-American culture please Join the Board
of Black Cultural Activities on a
trip to the Museum of AfricanAmerican History In Detroit on
Dec. 7. Thank you to all the
sponsors, who funded and
organized Sista Souljah's presentation, keep up the good work.
Contact Lynnette Berkey at
dawnber@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:
"WBGU 88.1 FM has promoted
diversity for 50 years. Should we
support this? Why?"

Tuesday, 11/18/97
Food drive collection (9
a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Business Administration lobby.
NAACP ticket sales (9 a.m.
- 5 p.m.)
Union Foyer.

Kenneth J. Asberry
Senior
Health Education

Mike J. Diacin
Graduate Student
Sports Administration

Krlsten I. Martincic
Junior
Spanish/Art

Chava
ams
Junior
Biology — Pre-med

Christine A. Rager
Freshman
Psychology

Fundraiser for Dance
Marathon (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)

"Anything that promotes diversity at
BGSU is a positive
thing."

"Yes. Too many people
don't have the background to realize the
discrimination that's
out there. College radio
helps raise awareness."

"Definitely, it's a good
learning tool. The
more things you know
the less ignorant you
are."

"You get information
from the radio and it
has something for
everyone here at the
University. It has a
wide variety."

"It gives everyone a
better understanding
of different ethnicities
on a college campus
and promotes social
unity."

Kappa Delta Raffle Ticket
Sale (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)

OHIO Weather

IUOIE OF
AY

AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
MICH

Hunger Awareness Week
Information (11 a.m. - 2
p.m.)
Union foyer. Sponsored by
Catholic Student Connection.

"Having Veterans Day off makes
sense to me, but it is tradition at
Bowling Green to have a day to
travel. Other schools don't nave that
day."

Early music ensemble
(12:30 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
Sineled-Out game (7 p.m. 10:30 p.m.)
Ohio Suite. Sponsored by UAO.

Sidney Ribean
BCSU President

Student jazz combos (8
p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

THUMBS UP
■ To zippy little mornings when the alarm goes off at 6
a in. and you wake with a song on the li]
■ To those who give generously to the Salvation Army
volunteers who so patiently stand outside shopping
centers during the holidays.
■ To Computer Services for the great new computers
across campus.
Showers T-storms Pain

Flurries

Snow

Ice

Sunny

Ft. Cloudy

■ To people who take time to walk their pets even when
terribly cold.

Cloudy

Via Assocmloa Press wVqpNcsMM

THUMBS DOWN
■ To incoherant mornings when the alarm is beaten
>r the interruption and the paper due at
10:30 a.m. is not written.
TODAY'S

■ To people who wear she
outside.

WEATHER

Today

le when it's freezing

■ To people who leave dogs and cats in the cold, cold car
while they casually eat dinner or do some shopping.

Cold with hazy sun. High: 44 Low: 24.

Wednesday....
Sunnier and cold. High: 43 Low: 31.

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something j

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Summer & Fall of 1998
Houses and Apartments
Brochures Are Available!
319 E. Wooster

352-6553

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Campus Sites — TBA. The topfour teams in the MAC'S regular
season will host first-round matches
tonight.

African American
Christmas card sale (TBA)
Education Steps. Selling of African
American Christmas cards for a fund
raiser. Each card will be about $2.

Wednesday, 11/19/97
Television program "The
Primal Mind" 12:45 p.m.)
Education 303. November is
Native American Heritage Month.
The Office of Multicultural Activities
is sponsoring four closed circuit
television programs. All programs
can be viewed on Channel 3 in all
classrooms on campus. The program
will also be available to viewers in
the room number noted. Please call
372-2343 for more information.
The calendar of events is a service o/The
BG News/or the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University web page.

993 S. Main • 353-8626
T

Expires 11/30/97

THE HEAT

Serving BG since 1980

American Marketing Association » Advertising Club

248 N. Main ■ 354-1559
T
SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

904 E. Woostar • 352-358S
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352-5042 • 148 S. MAIN
• Resume Service • 1 Veor Storoge with 1/2 price updates
• Course Readings • Reports/Papers • Dissertation/Thesis
• Transcription off cassette topes • Copy & Fax Services
• Scanning Services • Bulk Mailing for organizations
UPSAUTHOKI/I.li
SHIPPING (I!

Stop~by the
Center for Wellness & Prevention
to pick up your

Volleyball at MAC
Tournament (TBA)

Business Fashion Show
Tues: Nov. 18th at 7:30 p.m.
in 1007 BA
Everyone Welcome!
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Great American Smokeout
Thursday, November 20

Star Stealers — a cosmic
"whodunit?" (8 p.m.)
Planetarium.

Advertising Club • American Marketing Association

THE WASH HOUSE

l

Math Science hallway. The raffle is
for a gift certificate!

Ticket Sales for the BGSEA
formal dance (10 a.m. -1
p.m.)
First Floor Education Building.

DAY S

Tuesday, Nov. 18

Math Science Building foyer.
Fundraiser will include the sale of
"turkey grams" and promo items.

DRIZED FEDERAL EXPRESS
SHIPPING CENTER
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Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities included
• space available immediatley
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility

Call Newman Housing
for details on hassle-free living!

Free Survival Kit

j Reminds you not to

2nd Floor Student Health Service
372-WELL (9355)
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FTC coordinates Internet Sweep Day

news

The Associated Press
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■ PARKING

Traffic services advise no parking in reserved
spaces
The University Parking and Traffic services want students to
be aware of the reserved spaces around campus.
According to Stacl Enriquez, parking and traffice administrative assistant, any vehicle parked in the space is subject to a fine
and could be towed at the vehicle owner's expense. She said students need to be aware of where they park.
Enriquez said some reserved spaces include designated University parking spaces and all hanldcapped spaces.
■ THEFTS

Wayne Newton claims paintings stolen from
home
SANTA ANA, Calif. - Wayne Newton is claiming ownership of
several famous paintings seized during a drug sting two years
ago, saying they had been stolen from his estate.
The claim came as a surprise to the Drug Enf orceme..: Administration, which was going to have the paintings sold at auction
and is demanding the singer prove ownership. The paintings
were received as payment by undercover agents making a cocaine sale.
The cache of artwork included Renoirs, Dalis and a Matisse.
The former Las Vegas headliner didn't return calls Monday to
his Branson, Mo., theater.
■ CHARITY

Urich offers hope to cancer patients
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. - A robust-looking Robert Urich offered a message of hope as he dedicated a $12 million cancer institute.
"Cancer is a survivable disease," said the "Spenser: For Hire"
star, who has survived a yearlong battle with synovial sarcoma, a
rare cancer that affects the joints. "It cannot destroy hope. It
cannot destroy love."
The Good Samaritan Medical Center's new facility can treat up
to 200 people a day. Twenty-seven patients at one time can have
chemotherapy.
On Sunday, Urich told the crowd of S00 that he had made great
strides since his own chemotherapy treatment.
"I had my first major haircut in almost a year," he added.
■ WRITER FIRED

Spectator dismisses writer Brock
WASHINGTON - The American Spectator has fired one of the
conservative magazine's star writers, David Brock, who savaged
Anita HU1 and President Clinton, then let down his fans by writing a sympathetic biography of Hillary Rodham Clinton.
Spectator editor R. F.mmett Tyrrell attributed the dismissal to
practical concerns.
"We can't sustain the high salary we were paying him. I haven't gotten a lot of pieces out of him," Tyrrell said in Monday's
Washington Post.
Brock said the Spectator thought he was no longer useful when
he strayed from the party line. He has criticized the conservative media for being too scandal-oriented, and unleashed himself
on a fellow conservative. Fox News president Roger Ailes, in the
current New York magazine.
Brock's best seller "The Real Anita Hill" attacked Ms. Hill's
credibility in accusing Clarence Thomas of sexual harassment.
RAP

Tic Tac Toe temporarily loses its tic
FRANKFURT, Germany - Germany's hottest rap trio, Tic Tac
Toe, has been reduced to a duet, but only temporarily.
Nineteen-year-old rapper Ricky held a news conference Monday to deny reports that she is leaving the all-female rap group
for good.
She said she simply had taken a breather for health reasons,
and would be back with 23-year-old Lee and 22-year-old Jazzy for
two TV appearances in coming days.
Tic Tac Toe's two other members were quoted in the Bild am
Sonntag newspaper Sunday as saying they would tour alone
while Ricky took a long break.
They told the newspaper that Ricky had long suffered from
psychological problems and that performing brought additional
stress.
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WASHINGTON - Consumer
protection officials in 25 countries have told hundreds of Internet Web site operators that
their get-rich-quick business opportunities and pyramid schemes
may be illegal.
International Internet Sweep
Day was conducted Oct. 16, the
Federal Trade Commission announced Monday.
The operation was sponsored
by the International Marketing
supervision Network, an association of consumer protection law
enforcement agencies around the
world, and coordinated by the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.
In the United States, the FTC
and the federal Securities
Exchange Commission and

Commodity Futures Trading
Commission joined consumer
protection agencies and securities regulators in 22 states in targeting suspect Web sites.
The FTC then Issued warnings
to 180 site operators. Ohio was
among the states participating in
Internet Sweep Day.
A prime objective of the sweep
was to educate businesses using
the Internet about consumer
protection laws and to deter any
future violations.
But the FTC said the sites will
be revisited later and, if additional information suggests that
they are illegal operations, law
enforcement action may be taken.
"We want to put computer con
artists on notice: Law enforcement agencies throughout the
country and around the world are

patrolling the Internet," explained Director Jodie Bernstein
of the Federal Trade Commission's Bureau of Consumer
Protection.
The FTC advises consumers to
investigate all earnings claims,
beware of phony references,
avoid any plan that Includes
commissions for recruiting additional distributors, ask for a disclosure document if they are investing in a franchise, get specific information about work-athome plans and get all promises
in writing. Including any refund
policy.
In addition to the United
States, other international participants were Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Hungary, Ireland, Jamaica, Japan, Korea, Mexico,

"We want to put
computer con artists
on notice."
Jodie Bernstein
director of Bureau of Consumer
Protection
New Zealand, Norway, the Philippines, Poland, Portugal, South
Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
Further consumer education
materials are available on the Internet at the FTC's web site:
http://www.ftc.gov or by phonine the FTC at 202-326-2222.

Barbie receives thicker waist, reduced bust
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES -- A less busty
Barbie Is on the drawing boards
at Mattel Inc. In a makeover designed to give a more realistic
profile to the curvaceous, bestselling doll that has rankled feminists while becoming an icon for
generations of young girls.
Barbie's new look also will include a thicker waist and slimmer hips. Changes above the
neck will include a new nose and
softer, straighter hair, Mattel
said Monday.
Some features of the new Barbie already are on store shelves.
The "Rapunzel Barbie," a longhaired variation based on the
classic fairy tale, has a more refined nose and closed mouth ~
part of the new design, said Lisa
McKendall, Mattel's director of
marketing communications.
Other features will be introduced during 1998. By the end of
next year, six of 24 versions of
the 11 -Inch doll will have the
new took. The rest will have the
old face and body.
"She looks more youthful and
more contemporary," Ms.
McKendall said.
The plastic surgery is part of a
continuing evolution for Barbie,
which got a face lift in 1967 and
another in 1977, said Ms.
McKendall. More than a billion
dolls have been sold worldwide
since Barbie was introduced in
1959.
"Barbie's kind of like Betty
Crocker. She gets updated to
make her look more appropriate
to the times. She is a fashion doll
first and foremost," said Chris
Byrne, an analyst with Playthings MarketWatch, a monthly
toy industry magazine.
"She hasn't been updated for a
while and I know the Barbie
franchise Is critical to Mattel, so

keeping it vital is important."
In 1996, Barbie generated $1.7
billion in sales, about 44 percent
of Mattel's total revenue. Sales
rose 24 percent during the first
three quarters of 1997 and were
expected to finish at least 25 percent higher than the 1996 figures,
putting sales of Barbie dolls
worldwide near the $2 billion
mark.
Those figures suggest that demand remains strong for Barbie
in her present dimensions. By
updating Barbie's looks, Mattel is
trying to anticipate a change in
preference, analysts said.
"I think the company is trying
to figure out how it's going to
keep the brand going," said Brian
Eisenbarth, an analyst with Collins & Co. in San Francisco.
But part of Barbie's success,
he said, has been the desire of
mothers who want to give their
children a toy that's just like the
dolls they played with. The
changes could dampen some of
that enthusiasm, he said.
"They've got to keep the Barbie line growing. That's one of
the things about success. It's
hard to duplicate," he said.
Over the years. Barbie has
come under sharp criticism from
feminists and child advocates,
who contend that her shape is unrealistic and creates the wrong
ideal for young girls who may
aspire to a body type they can
never achieve.
Kelly Brownell, a Yale University psychology professor, concluded in a 1995 study that young
girls notice the body shapes of
icons such as Barbie and translate them into unhealthy images.
"Is Barbie going to have a negative impact on people's images,
I suppose so. But is it better in
the new form? Probably," Brownell said. "It would be nice if
Barbie had the proportion of a

AnocUtcd Prni photos

Mattel Inc. is planning on introducing a more realistic Barbie, with
more realistic proportions, a less made-up face, a closed mouth,
straighter hair and a finer nose. One of the new Barbie models, called
Bean Blast Barbie is shown below, compared to the original Barbie
shown above.

normal adult and she could still old plays with a doll like that is as
be glamorous and drive her nice a vehicle for imaginative play,
car."
They create all kinds of scenarios that really don't have anyAnother expert said Barbie's thing to do with her looks," said
shape has little to do with self- Dr. Robert Schacter, a New York
image.
psychiatrist who has studied toys
"The fact is, the way a 5-year- and children's play.

Supreme Court denies Sheppard son's representation
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - The Ohio Supreme Court ruled Monday that
when it hears arguments over
whether to dismiss a wrongful
imprisonment suit that could determine if Dr. Sam Sheppard was
a killer, Sheppard's son won't be
represented.
The decision could be a blow to
Sam Reese Sheppard's efforts to
clear his father in the 1954 beating death of his mother, Marilyn
Sheppard. The case helped inspire the television series "The

Fugitive."
The 4-3 ruling, issued without
comment, also adds another
layer of complexity to the
already tortured legal history of
the case.
Sheppard was convicted of
murder and spent 10 years in
prison before being acquitted at
a retrial. The doctor insisted a
bushy-haired intruder killed his
wife at the couple's suburban
Cleveland home and then
knocked him unconscious. Sheppard died in 1970.
The doctor's estate, on behalf

on the younger Sheppard, is now
suing the state for wrongful imprisonment. The doctor's son
could collect an estimated $2 million if he wins.
But Cuyahoga County lawyers,
representing the state, have
asked the Supreme Court to
throw out the case before it ever
goes to trial.
They argue only that Dr. Sheppard was entitled to make a claim
for wrongful imprisonment, and
even if his son could make a
claim, the statute of limitations
has run out.

The state's highest court is
scheduled to hear oral arguments
on the matter Jan. 13.
The catch is that under state
law, when county lawyers made
their attempt to dismiss the case
they had to name the trial judge,
Cuyahoga County Common Pleas
Judge Ronald Suster, as the defendant.
The younger Sheppard's lawyers asked the high court if they
could also be a party to the hearing - which would have guaranteed them time to speak before
the Supreme Court.
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Alpha Chi Omega
Would Like To Congratulate
Our 1997 New Initiates
Andrea Lair
Diana Alvarado
Jen Bryan
Mandy Lichty
Jill Clark
Steph Maloney
Katie Clark
Nancy McCelland
Melissa Devine
Lia Moore
Holly Durre
Lindsey Meiman
Erin Oyster
Angie Gibson
Missy Pasztor
Erin Grady
Nicole Quinlan
Mac Grays
Nicole Scodova
Denise Grine
Carrie Stranton
Kate Krisjanis
Colleen Kulenkampff Jaime Szoszorek
Traci VanDeVelde
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(SCORE BIG WITH

[NEWLOVE RENTALS
•Undergraduate Housing
•Graduate & Professional Housing
•No parental guarantee needed!
•Professional Management Team!
r*f^1
'Full-Time Maintence Service!
' QQI
*p8ts permitted in some rentals!
Stop by our office for a copy of our 19981999 Housing Guide and we will go through the
brouchure with you to find you the ideal home!
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Rentals

328 s Maln St
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(our only office)
352-5620
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FBI agents testify on Nichols' trial evidence Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Apartments Available
Summer 98, Fall 98, Spring 97

The Associated Press
DENVER - Plastic bottles
found in Terry Nichols' home
bore labels with an explosives
warning highlighted in yellow
and describing the contents as
ammonium nitrate fertilizer, an
FBI agent testified today.
Some of the bottles also had
sticker prices - $5 for powder
and $3 for ammonium nitrate pellets, said agent Terry Tucker.
Several agents testified today
about evidence seized from Nichols' home three days after the
Oklahoma City bombing. Among
the items were videocassettes titled "Waco: the Big Lie," found in
a black storage bin, at least 29
firearms including a replica Uzi
machine gun, and an antiintrusion device.
The handwriting on one tape
was identified as Timothy
McVeigh's, and the handwriting
on the other belonged to Nichols,
the agents said.
A key government witness,
Michael Fortier, has testified
that Nichols and McVeigh began
plotting the bombing in response
to the government's deadly raid
on the Branch Davidian compound near Waco, Texas. About
80 people died in that confrontation exactly two years before the
bombing.
Also seized from Nichols' home
were plastic barrels that authorities say are similar to those
used to build the fertilizer bomb
that killed 168 people on April 19,
199S.
Also today, U.S. District Judge
Richard Matsch denied two defense motions to prevent prosecution witness Roger Moore
from testifying, paving the way

Heat included with rent • All New Appliances I o
• Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnyUnfurn.
ttf o
• 1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

rr .352-91;

An artist's rendition depicts Terry Nichols observing testimony in his trial Monday.
for the Arkansas gun dealer to be
called.
Authorities have alleged Nichols robbed Moore to raise
money for the bombing.
He has told authorities he
didn't know Nichols and didn't
recognize the camouflaged man
with the pistol-grip shotgun who
confronted him Nov. 5, 1994. He
said he had befriended McVeigh
and invited him to do work
around his house.
Fortier has said McVeigh told

him Nichols robbed Moore to
raise money for the bombing
plot.
Fortier said he was asked to
sell the weapons for $10,000 and
turn over the money. He said he
sold some guns and kept others,
since given to the FBI.
Prosecutors said McVeigh and
Nichols needed the money to pay
for a getaway car, racing fuel,
motel and other expenses related
to the bombing.
Fortier pleaded guilty to cons-

Village Green Apartments
2 blocks from Campus

Nichols, 42, could be sentenced
to die if convicted. McVeigh has
appealed his conviction and
death sentence following a trial
on identical charges.

9{pw Leasing

IRAQ
Continued from page one.
Meanwhile, the Clinton administration's policy of coupling intense diplomacy with military
threats against Iraq is drawing
measured support from four
Persian Gulf countries that are
wary of Iraq's intentions.
Albright, on a whirlwind tour
that took her to the Gulf states of
Qatar, Bahrain, Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia, said she was pleased with
those nations' response to the
U.S. actions.
"I would count this as a very
good day for the United States
and for what we are trying to accomplish here," Albright told reporters Sunday in Kuwait.
A Saudi statement called Albright's talks in Riyadh "warm,
positive and productive" and appeared to embrace the American
position on the U.N. Security
Council confrontation with Sad-

dam. Still, the Saudis are pushing
hard for a diplomatic solution,
reserving judgment on possible
military action against Iraq.
All four Arab countries Albright visited on Sunday have
military ties to the United States;
all have indicated they would
welcome a strengthening of
those relations during this period
of uncertainty.
"These countries are in the
front line," Albright said in Kuwait. "If Saddam does not back
down, they will be the first to be
threatened."
Richard Butler, chief of the
U.N. weapons inspection team,
reiterated today that Saddam's
actions may have been precipitated by "a growing body of evidence ... that we were getting
closer to (Iraq's) biology program."

THEFTS
Continued from page one.
anything suspicious.
Both Gullufsen and Votava
want students to look after their
belongings all year, but especial-

ly during the holiday season.
"Make sure your doors are
locked and your belongings are
safe," Gullufsen said. "Things
can happen unexpectedly, so take
the precautions."

Public divided over Iraq
NEW YORK - Americans are divided over whether the United
States should take military action against Iraq for the expulsion
of U.S. arms inspectors, but there is more support for retaliation
in the event of a stronger provocation, a Newsweek poll found.
About half, or 49 percent, of those polled say Iraq's decision
two weeks ago to ban Americans from United Nations inspection
teams warrants military action. But nearly as many, 41 percent,
oppose military action.
Support for a military response runs much higher for other
scenarios:
■ 82 percent if Iraq shoots down an American surveillance
plane;
■ 65 percent if Iraq shoots at, but doesn't hit, such a plane;
■ 74 percent if Iraq imprisons or detains other Americans.
Newsweek's poll, released Sunday, included interviews with
752 adults on Thursday and Friday. Results have a margin of
sampling error of plus or minus 4 percentage points.

Tired of
throwing
your weight
around?

www.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affairs/recsports
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Holiday Ski Trip
to RSPEN
January 3

Trip iriMudes 6 nights
locatedm Snoinma
5 day m
much mor

Bl

piracy and transporting weapons
stolen from Moore, along with
lying to the FBI and failing to report the bomb plot. He faces 23
years in prison, but admitted
under oath that he hoped to get a
lenient sentence in exchange for
his testimony,

1998
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American Heart
Association,?
Fighbng Heart Oisemse
and Stroke

Jail 98 &Spring 99
One & Two "Bedrooms furnished and Unfurnished
lor 2 Bedroom summer only limitedavailable

480 Lehman

354-3533

FALL 1 998 Leasing
Sign Up Now!
Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments

GREENDWAR, INC.
052-0717

Exercise.

CPR
can keep your love alive

GREEN BRIAR, INC.
Hours
224 E. Wooster
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Bowling Creen, OH 43402
Sarurday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
t

UKury condos
age, 4 out of
ket and
ilable.
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Homecoming and Sales Directors Wanted
UAO Seeks 2 energetic and motivated people for the
positions of Homecoming '98 and Campus Sales
Directors. Applicants must have 1 semester college
experience and be in good academic standing. Apply at
330 Student Union until November 19th . Interviews.
will be held Nov. 20, 21, and 22.
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Jim Tocco
Sports Editor
372-2602

BG gets Marquette
D The Falcon soccer team, which
has become a group of road warriors
this season, opens its third-straight
NCAA Tournament in Milwaukee
against the Golden Eagles.
By JIM TOCCO
the BG Hews
Bowling Green will travel to Milwaukee this
weekend to face the Marquette Golden Eagles in
the first round of the 1997 NCAA Tournament. The
announcement, which was no surprise to the Falcons, came during the Tournament selection show
at 5 p.m. on Monday.
According to Marquette, the game will be played
at Marquette's Valley Fields at 7 p.m. on Saturday.
The Associated Press reported that game is at 2
p.m.
"We're ready to play them," said senior tricaptain Brett Strong. "Obviously, we were hoping
that we could play it at home, but we've had a lot of
games on the road this year and we've had good results on the road, so I don't think that playing on
the road is a big deal."
The tournament appearance marks BG's third
consecutive berth in the 32-man playoff, and its
fourth in six years. The Falcons are 0-5 on the road
and 1 -0 at home.
BC N«wt Ph«» by Jeremy Mirtla
BG is 17-5 overall, with 10 consectutive victorBG's Brandon Pclton braved snowy conditions Saturday as the Falcons les. Of BG's 22 games, 16 have been on the road,
defeated Colgate to claim a berth in the NCAA Tournament. BG might The Falcons are 12-4 on the road.
expect more snowy conditions this week with the NCAA opener
"lf 'here's any one year where you don't mind
against Marquette in Milwa
going on the road and you're used to playing on the

road, it's this year," said coach Mel Mahler. "We're
used to this - used to playing big games on the
road and preparing on the road, so ... it's another
match, and we have an edge there even though
we're playing on the road."
Marquette finished the season with a 13-5-3
mark in the competitive Conference USA, which
placed three teams in the tournament.
BG and Marquette have squared off 12 times in
the schools' history, with MU leading the series,
6-5-1. In the most recent meeting, BG defeated
Marquette 3-0 at Mickey Cochrane Field in 1995.
Most recently, BG ranked 25th in the National
Soccer Coaches' Association Poll, while Marquette
ranked 15th New polls come out later today. Jeff
Sagarin's power rankings have BG 13th with the
Golden Eagles 30th.
"It's just going to be another tough game for us,"
said goalkeeper Scott Vallow, who has posted three
consecutive shutouts. "When you get to this level,
it all comes down to one game. I'm really excited,
and I think we've got a great opportunity."
BG finds Itself in an eight-team bracket with defending champion St. John's, Final Four participant Florida International and undefeated Indiana.
If BG wins Saturday, the road ahead would most
likely wind through Bloomington, Ind. Top-ranked
Indiana was paired with Butler University, opposite the Falcons-Golden Eagles game.
"We know that we have to go through (Indiana) if
we want to get through and get to the Final Four
and the championship," Strung said "We're going
to have to play them sometime, so it doesn't really
matter when."
Indiana beat Butler 6-1 In the Nike Snickers Soccerfest earlier tills year, in wliich BG participated.

Bowling Green Falcons
vs.
Marquette Golden Eagles
Saturday, Nov. 22, 7 p.m.
MU Valley Field
Milwaukee, Wis.
Other gamas this weekend:
Butler at Indiana (1) .
Brown at SI. John's
Southern Florida at Florida International (8)
Santa Clara at UCLA (5)
Stanford at Washington
UNC Charlotte at Clemson
Charleston Southern at S Carolina (4)
Rider at Southern Methodist (3)
Boston U at Dartmouth
SW Missouri St at St. Louis
Creighton (6) at Air Force
William & Mary at American (7)
Maryland at Rutgers
Georgetown at Virginia Commonwealth
Howard at Virginia (2)

Swimmers hit weekend buzzsaw I The BG News / WBGU-FM Sports
□ Despite tough loss
coach Randy Julian is
pleased with the weekend performance': from
men's and worm
swimming.

the hands of three very good
programs at the Dual Meet
■i» in Champaign, III.
-alcon women lost to Cin6-70 and to Illinois
108-60. Due to a scoring mishap,
against Southern mis'ill in dispute at press
men did not fare as well as
The Falcons lost to
Bearcats 111-74, the Salukis
and the Iowa Hawkeyes

By MICHAEL LEONARD
The BG News
Falcon coach Randy Ji
warned that the Falcons would be
facing some major comr"this weekend.
His prediction proved to b
curate.
The Bowling Green
teams endured a long wee!.

Despite the results, Julian was
by the effort his
teams put forth.
"i think our kids are sky high,"
lid. "We achieved what
we wanted to achieve and tliat

were able to win the 200-yard
medley relay, however both
teams lost in the 800-yard freestyle relay. Simpson and Budde
reigned supreme in breaststroke
and backstroke events as did
Jeannine Schloendorn in the
100-yard individual medley.
The men won no individual
events against the Salukis.
In a mixed meet with the Falcons taking on the Iowa men and
the Illinois women, the Falcons
were spurned once again. Simpson, Budde and Johnson all were
successful in a rare meet where
they were allowed to swim
50-yard distances in their respec• See BUZZSAW, page seven.

ieet' caps seniors' career

'Satisfyirtj
□ The Bowling Gre
men's cross country
team, with thre
running their final ra
gets a positive c> i
the 1997 season.

was to knock out season-best
times and we knocked out a
bunch."
The Falcons may have excelled
individually, but faced with three
powerhouse opponents the Falcons quickly succumbed. The
Bearcats proved to be as good as
advertised. Nancy Simpson and
Bethany Budde were the only
Falcon women with individual
victories in the 100-yard backstroke and 100-yard breaststroke, respectively. Matt Johnson was the lone winner for the
Falcon men In the 100 breastsroke. The Falcon men also won
the 200-yard freestyle relay.
The Falcon women fared better
against Die Salukis. Both teams

"1 felt I ran good, so it was a
good way to end my career," Williams said. "It was a satisfying
meet. I felt good about it."
Williams was joined by classmates Craig Nieset and Rob
Bowman in running their final
races in the Brown and Orange.
Nieset struggled midway
through the race before recovering to take 137th in 35:38.
Bowman, who has been battling injuries all season long, fin-

to the starting
n Falcon at
IV Chamlittle more than a
. he crossed the

half-ti

and became a BG

Willl

By JASON McMAHON
The BG News

>ut in style, endgiate career by lead. place
rae of 33:34. BG
verall out of 26

BLOOMINGTON, Ind - Tom
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%oktdou* Polact
Alternative Clothing • Winter Wear
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported Cigars
• Clove Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Tapestnes • Stickers • Posters •
?O0» Tees • Patchwork Pants • Hair Glitter
(gold * silver) & wide assortment of
washable colors • Body Purifiers (100%
guarantee) •leather - padded wool socks
•Scented oils A lotions •

OPEN MIC NIGHT
sign up at 8:00 p.m.

445 E. Woostcr
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

no cover
19 and Over Every Night

• See SENIORS, page seven.
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Interested in Playing?

ished 172nd. He fell off the pace
early, but managed to mount a
furious run up the final hill and
carried himself in with pride.
Williams was seeking to prove
that his 26th-place sliowing at the
Mid-American Conference
Championships Nov. 1 was not a
fluke.
"I was pretty confident going
into it," Williams said. "I really

7" 1 Item Pizza
prjR '
Huge Breadsticks rw" '
Small Sub
<J»^ 7C/
7 Wings
y^-'w/
4 Mozzarella Cheese Stcks/
JUST ASK! SPECIAL!

Auto Service
Centers
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* * * M

Titffi) Does It Right!
LIFETIME WARRANTED

FALL MAINTENANCE
SPECIAL

MUFFLERS,
BRAKE PADS & SHOES

■
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■
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353-2444 • 1087 S. Main Street
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Boyd,
Wisconsin

Naperville.
Illinois

Licht-Ordway ran an
18:27 at Saturdays
trie! IV Championships, finishing 12th
overall — narrowly
miss
dividual
h In the NCAAs —
IG took fourth in

Strang tallied the first
goal for BG in
Saturday's NCAA playin game against
Colgate to lead the
Falcons to a 2-0 victory and a third
stralghl trip to the
NCAA Tournament.

HONORABLE MENTION: Laura Deneau. Christine
Thompson and Jessica LaFene. women's cross country;
Jack! Raterman, women's basketball; Nancy Simpson
and Bethany Budde. women's swimming; Darren Nlles,
men's soccer: Tony Reld. men's basketball
The FALCON ATHLETES OF THE
WEEK is a Joint venture ol The BG
News and WBGU-FM Sports, the
students' guides to BGSU athletics.

WBGU-FM
88.1

BG
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Let your future be with
R.E. Management.
Stop by for a complete
apartment listing.

Open 4 pm
Lunch weekends

lo*'
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•
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6 Week Program
Earn B.G.S.U. Credit
Classes in English or French
Prepare for Globaliztion
Learn About European Culture and Business
See the World Cup!!
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SAVE or
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lifetime warrants i
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Senior
Back

352-5166
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MUJBKEfoftm

Brett Strang

FREE DELIVERY

BRAKES • EXHAUST • SHOCKS • STRUTS • ALIGNMENT • SUSPENSION • AIR CONDITIONING

Tuffy

Wendy Licht-Ordway

( RS: Mm-Fn Sam-tipm; Sat. oam-4pm

littnTrarht

Information Meetings
Tuesday, November 18th, & Wednesday, November 19th
7:00 p.m. BA 4000
Registration & Financial Aid Info Available
More Info: Dr. Chittle 372-8180

chittle@cba.bgsu.edu
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BG volleyball team faces
Ball State in MAC opener
The BC News
One of the goals at the beginning of the season for the
Bowling Green volleyball
team was to qualify for the
Mid-American Conference
tournament.
As they travel to Ball State
tonight to take on the Cardinals in the tournament's
opening round, the Falcons
accomplished that goal. Action
is slated to start at 7 p.m.
Bowling Green (17-13, 7-9
MAC) enters the tournament
as the No. 5 seed, while Ball
State (20-7. 14-2 MAC) is the

372-6977
TV BG New* »ill not know in*l> jeeept advertisement,
thai Jiv nmmtue. or encourage oWnmrfiation afatnti an)
ifult. tdual at gmup on the ham of rate. <ct. color.creed.
re lid ion naiiuiwl origin seiual onenliiion. disability.
•Ulvi ... a •cKran. IK on the hj-i« of any other legally
prowtwd tutu*

Continued from page six.

course was blanketed by an inch BG's second runner in 95th place,
of snow when the gun went off nearly trampled a runner who
had no doubt that I could run as for the men's race at 11 am. The slipped and fell in front of him.
good or better than I did at the race quickly turned into a mud"I was coming around a corner,
MAC meet."
bath, making for some slow times and the corners were real wet -and unusual circumstances.
more wet than the rest of the
Freshman Dave Anderson, course," Anderson said. "Some
The Indiana University golf
guy for Western (Michigan) just
kinda fell and I did the best I
BUZZSAW
could not to kick him."
Instead, Anderson ~ wearing
end. Laura Segerlin won the spikes nearly an inch long - hurContinued from page six.
three-meter event against Illi- dled the Bronco and went on to
nois while Jeff Allen won the finish in 34:22.
tive strokes.
The meet also allowed Tom same event against Cincinnati.
Juniors Pat Carney (99th,
Stoltz get his first attempt at the Southern Illinois, however, dom- 34:26) and Sam Fitzpatrick
mile freestyle. He finished sec- inated the Falcons.
(139th, 35:40) finished third and
ond in the event, 35 seconds off
fifth for BG, pushing the team
The
Falcons
will
next
see
acof his school record at that distion this Saturday against Cleve- total to 527 points as the Falcons
tance.
land State. Meet time is sched- landed well past their goal of
15th place.
The divers had a mixed week- uled for 1 p.m. at Cooper Pool.
"It was the same problem we'-

No. 4 seed.
Miami is the top seed of the
tournament after beating Ball
State over the weekend.
BG returns to the MAC
tournamnet after not qualifying last year for the first time
since 1988. Miami's MAC title
last year stopped a four-year
championship streak by Ball
State.
Bowling Green captured the
MACcrowninl991.
The semifinals and championship rounds will be held
Nov. 22-23 at the site of ther
highest-remaining seed.

CJO Masting
Wed 9:15p103BA
Guest Speaker BCI&I
Even/one welcome

The BG News
Classified
Ads

Needed: 48 Students lo cany
flaga in the BG Unit ol the
Bowling Green Holiday Parade
on Nov. 22. For more into
Contact Jell al Pointer@bgnelbgsu.edu
By Nov 20th
Break last will be provided along wiri
shuttle service lo and from parade site

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program in Nantes. Franca
Information Meetings
lues Nov. 1801 a Wad. Nov 19th
7.00pm. BA 4000
'Registration A Financial Aid Info Avalabki
For Mora Into: Dr. Chime 372(180 or
cnltt)e@cba bgsu.edu

Pre-departur.Orlentitlon
II you are studying abroad dunng spring semester 1998. please attend one ol the follow
ing sessions Wednesday. November 19 from
8:00-10:00pm or Saturday, November 22 from
i0O0am-l2:00 noon. Both sessions an) in
1104 Offenhauer West Call 372-0309 with
quartans.

Do you know what 10 do in an emergency?
TIL HELP ARRIVES

TV BG New rr^c^•e^ the njht to decline, dittoniinue
oe rcvite any advertisement wch *u Ihow found to he
defamatory, lacking in factual bauv misleading ot falae
in nature All advertisementt are subject lo editing and
approval

Thursday. November 20th
4:30pm
Student Union-Town Room

RELATIONSHIPS ON THE ROAD
Performance Balchelder Wad. Nov. 19 9pm
All are welcome

$5.00 par parson
Sign up in 330 Sludent Union

TV BG Ne*s. as ulivrum open to iV public, recogmrcs
the impossibility of preventing all of thit type of adver
tmng and therefore encourages our readert to hour
Al wayv be familiar wtth a business before sending money
or providing personal credit information Please remember, if it sounds loo good lo he true. it probably is

Student Alumni Association
Extern Experience tntormatrve Meetingi
Tuesday. Nov 18,9'.15pm, 101 BA
Gain practical work experience in your
major field of study "

Sponsored by UAO
Questions' Call 3727184

CAMPUS EVENTS

OET THE SCOOP
EESAB presents an information night on
cooperative learning or classroom managemeniThis Wad. ai 7pm. 3rd floor Union

Attention all Angel Tree Volunteers!
H you neve already signed up
please call Amy or Diane & 354- 5036
to confirm you time I
Thanks and Sorry lor the lnconv«ence!

Interested in tunes and laughs?
MkeRaybum
Musioan and Comedian
Friday. November 21 si
80O-9:30pm
Kreischar Silver River Cala
FREE III

ATTN: CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS!■ Need
(St. Call For Keeps 353-2232. ask tor Amy to
Inquire about an excellent fundraising opportu-

23L

—

Sponsored by UAO
Questions??? Call 372-7164

provide servce to the campus & community
-build new (nendships
-develop a sense of leadership
-have a fantastic Dme doing it

(PCCUrt

'SPRING BREAK 981
"ALL INCLUSIVE"

I FREE' PARTY PAK

revr.

< Btt $99 HUMn-LMmnOfFn

ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP
EARN CASH & 00 FOR FREE'

1-800-5URFS-UP
►n% >www.sludentexpi'ess.com

•ALPHA CHI OMEGAThe sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would
like to congratulate Mandy Piehl on her
engagement to Theta Chi Scon Perusek
BestWishesli
■ALPHA CHI OMEOA-

1111 Spnng Break Cancun & Jamaica $3791
Book Early - Save! Gat a group - Go Fraal
Panama dry $1291 South Beach (Bars Close
Sam) $1291 sprlngbreaktraval.com
I 800«78«386

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Backpacks. Sleeping bags, hiking boots.
Waterproolrtweathable rainwear A skiwear
tents, Rockdimbing, canoes, kayaks
Clinics and trips now available
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd Waiervile. OH
(419)878-3700
www.IheCanoeshop.com

Moniafl!rfwty(Mf\

Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Teals.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354-4873 BG Pregnancy Center

PERSONALS

■pticial when nrdr.iru,. Kip.ttM 12-31-97

Call Now for Free Delivery!*

OlUOf
IIGUGO
PIZZd COMMMV

QjniendBy.

The Domino's Meal Plan
Mention this ad when ordering

,$5.99#S

$A175

1 ITEM
*T
PIZZA
NO LIMIT
Add Breadsbcks HURRY!
$225
Mon, Tues,
/
\ Wed Only!

! One Large One Item Pizza .
DEEP DISH SI 00 EXTRA NOT
VAI H» »irti VNY OTHBt
Ol-H-K I.XI'IKI S I f, *>*

|

I
j

MEGA DEAL

$8.99

to*'
PlZZO' since 1964
Open 4pm Weekdays

Any Size Pizza
With Up To 9 Items

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

OtEPtMSHllBXTlLA DOUBLE
CHEESE EXTRA NOTVAl.ll>.. *M
mill K mil H I XP1RESI 6«

FALCON COMBO

EXP. 11-26-97
r/

$9.99

One Medium Two Item Pizza.
TWo Coca Colas &
One Order of Twisty Bread
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER EXPIRES 1*98

Management Inc.

DOUBLE LARGE

215 E. Poe Rd. Studio apt,
Laundry on site. 230/mo.
avail. In Jan. call 353-5800

CA

Management Inc.

830 Fourth St, 1 bdrm-gas
heat A/C starting
340/mo+elec/gas. Avail. Jan
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Now Leasing lor Fall of
1998!!! Stop by 1045 N. Main
for a complete listing or call
353-5800.

$12.99jp;
I

Two Large Two Item
Pizzas
DEEP I'ISH .1 EXTRA NOT VALID
WITH ANY OTWfcR OFFER
EXPIRES I-ft «•

DOUBLE MEDIUM

,$10.99|pj
Two Medium Two Item
I .
Pizzas
IJ^^ DEWDISM11 8XT1IA NOT VAUO
^m^r * "" **v norm om*
M
t.XPWES l*-«

I
I
I
J

We accept competitors' coupons
for like Product & Service

e)

1068 N. Main
(Next lo Kroger)

J
e>

Two new plans!
Two great rates!

FREE Delivery or 15 Min. pick-up

LARGE PEP

MEDIUM

352-3080 :

"Unite* D*liv«ry Area. Minimum order required.

Up ...up ...and way
above our competition!

(6 3 4 2)
1616E.WOOSTER

LOWEST PRICES WMBANTEEo

1

inures 11/30/97

CALL US!
353-MEGA

CANCUN
MAZATLAN
SOUTH PADRE JAMAICA

»W SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Al Boardwalk Beach Resort
Panama City's Spring Break Headquarters
Only $39 per person Restrictions apply.
1-800-2?4-4A*tt

TV* couoon anrw bt UMO *eti «nv <*mioacnn<*v*pt***<*"
OWentcor-ponpwiirtpif'Wt ~»*Mtena<»>t«w.OTkadi 60IH

Nov. 190700pm
HoomllSBA
SUEYOUNE
Talking aboul co-op's
A career choices in IPC

ONoSuiB, Union
Wednesday nights 0:00

ll 11 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise1 8
days $2791 Includes meals, free parties' Gel a
group - Go Fraal Prices increase soon - Save
tSO'spiingpreaktiavelcom 1-800-678-6386

Turkey Club SuperMelt;
With the purchase of
!
another SuperMelt
|

1027 N. Main St.
Bowling Green

ve had all season - we just
couldn't get five guys to run
well," Williams said. "You need
five guys to run well to score
good in a meet."
Anderson said the race will
benefit himself and the other returning runners once next year
rolls around.
"I definitely think it was a good
learning experience," Anderson
said. "Running that big a race;
that's probably the biggest race
I've had since the state meet in
high school. ... I definitely think
it's going to be a building block to
next year.

SERVICES OFFERED

Study Abroad/Flnanelel Aid Meeting
come learn how your financial aid package applies to your study abroad expenenoe. Tinsseason will be held on Thursday, November
20 from 2:O0-3:0Opm in the Capoal Room in
the Union Call 372-0309 with questions

FREE

I PC CLUB
Nov I9@7 00pm
Room 11SBA
Sue Young
Tailing aboul co-op's
I career choice's in tPC.

Wiy should you Join?

Would you like to help over 900
truly, needy children' If so become
an angel tree volunteer M For more
information please can Amy or
Diane @ 354-5038 or come lo
the Circle K meeting & 9:00pm
Wednesday • Ohio Suite. Union.

Tight On Funds?
Split it With a Friend

Circle K International is the world's
target! collegiate coed service organization

aa>>|«. eakeak

page
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Limited Ome offer.
Get your special rate
certificate today!
Rates and yields an subject to change without notice. These an fixed rase account*. The
APY is based on the assumption that dividends remain on deposit until maturity. Federal
regulations require a dividend penalty for early withdrawal. See the truth it savings
disclosure for complete account information. Glass City Federal Credit Union is federally
insured by the National Credit Union Administration Rates in etlact as of 11/1/97.
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Jim Tocco
Sports Editor
372-2602

Sports
BG gets Marquette
road, it's this year," said coach Mel Mahler. "We're
used to this - used to playing big games on the
road and preparing on the road, so ... it's another
match, and we have an edge there even though
we're playing on the road."
Marquette finished the season with a 13-5-3
mark in the competitive Conference USA, which
placed three teams in the tournament.
BG and Marquette have squared off 12 times in
the schools' history, with MU leading the series,
6-5-1. In the most recent meeting, BG defeated
Marquette 3-0 at Mickey Cochrane Field In 1995.
Most recently, BG ranked 25th in the National
Soccer Coaches' Association Poll, while Marquette
ranked 15th. New polls come out later today. Jeff
Sagarin's power rankings have BG 13th, with the
Golden Eagles 30th.
"It's just going to be another tough game for us,"
said goalkeeper Scott Vallow, who has posted three
consecutive shutouts. "When you get to this level,
it all comes down to one game. I'm really excited,
and I think we've got a great opportunity."
BG finds itself in an eight-team bracket with defending champion St. John's, Final Four participant Florida International and undefeated Indiana.
If BG wins Saturday, the road ahead would most
likely wind through Bloomington, Ind. Top-ranked
Indiana was paired with Butler University, opposite the Falcons-Golden Eagles game.
"We know that we have to go through (Indiana) if
we want to get through and get to the Final Four
and the championship," Strang said. "We're going
to have to play them sometime, so it doesn't really
matter when."
Indiana beat Butler 6-1 In the Nike Snickers Soccerfest earlier this year, in which BG participated.

Q The Falcon soccer team, which
has become a group of road warriors
this season, opens its third-straight
NCAA Tournament in Milwaukee
against the Golden Eagles.
By JIM TOCCO
The BG News
Bowling Green will travel to Milwaukee this
weekend to face the Marquette Golden Eagles in
the first round of the 1997 NCAA Tournament. The
announcement, which was no surprise to the Falcons, came during the Tournament selection show
at S p.m. on Monday.
According to Marquette, the game will be played
at Marquette's Valley Fields at 7 p.m. on Saturday.
The Associated Press reported that game is at 2
p.m.
"We're ready to play them," said senior tricaptain Brett Strang. "Obviously, we were hoping
that we could play it at home, but we've had a lot of
games on the road this year and we've had good results on the road, so I don't think that playing on
the road is a big deal."
The tournament appearance marks BG's third
consecutive berth in the 32-man playoff, and its
fourth in six years. The Falcons are 0-5 on the road
and 1 -0 at home.
BC Urn Photo by jmmrMartia
BG is 17-5 overall, with 10 consectutive victor BG's Brandon Pelton braved snowy conditions Saturday as the Falcons 'es Of BG's 22 games, 16 have been on the road.
defeated Colgate to claim a berth in the NCAA Tournament. BG might The Falcons are 12-4 on the road.
expect more snowy conditions this week with the NCAA opener
"If there's any one year where you don't mind
against Marquette in Milwaukee.
going on the road and you're used to playing on the

Swimmers hit weekend buzzsaw
□ Despite tough losses,
coach Randy Julian is
pleased with the weekend performances from
men's and women's
swimming.
By MICHAEL LEONARD
The BC News
Falcon coach Randy Julian
warned that the Falcons would be
facing some major competition
this weekend
His prediction proved to be accurate.
The Bowling Green swim
teams endured a long weekend at

the hands of three very good
programs at the Dual Meet
Extravaganza in Champaign, 111.
The Falcon women lost to Cincinnati 116-70 and to Illinois
108-60. Due to a scoring mishap,
the result against Southern Illinois was still in dispute at press
time.
The men did not fare as well as
the women. The Falcons lost to
the Bearcats 111-74, the Salukis
83-48 and the Iowa Hawkeyes
110-68.
Despite the results, Julian was
very impressed by the effort his
teams put forth.
"I think our kids are sky high,"
Julian said. "We achieved what
we wanted to achieve and that

was to knock out season-best
times and we knocked out a
bunch."
The Falcons may have excelled
individually, but faced with three
powerhouse opponents the Falcons quickly succumbed. The
Bearcats proved to be as good as
advertised. Nancy Simpson and
Bethany Budde were the only
Falcon women with individual
victories in the 100-yard backstroke and 100-yard breaststroke, respectively. Matt Johnson was the lone winner for the
Falcon men In the 100 breastsroke. The Falcon men also won
the 200-yard freestyle relay.
The Falcon women fared better
against the Salukis. Both teams

were able to win the 200-yard
medley relay, however both
teams lost in the 800-yard freestyle relay. Simpson and Budde
reigned supreme In breaststroke
and backstroke events as did
Jeannine Schloendorn in the
100-yard individual medley.
The men won no individual
events against the Salukis.
In a mixed meet with the Falcons taking on the Iowa men and
the Illinois women, the Falcons
were spurned once again. Simpson, Budde and Johnson all were
successful in a rare meet where
they were allowed to swim
50-yard distances In their respec• See BUZZSAW, page seven.

'Satisfying meet' caps seniors' career
□ The Bowling Green
men's cross country
team, with three seniors
running their final races,
gets a positive ending to
the 1997 season.

Williams stepped to the starting
a a Bowling Green Falcon at
Saturday's District IV Chamlu'ps. A little more than a
half-hour later, he crossed the
finish line and became a BG
alum.
Williams went out in style, ending his collegiate career by leadBy JASON McMAHON
ing the Falcons with a 61st-place
The BC News
showing with a time of 33:34. BG
finished 20th overall out of 26
BLOOMINGTON, Ind - Tom teams.

"I felt I ran good, so it was a
good way to end my career," Williams said. "It was a satisfying
meet. I felt good about It."
Williams was joined by classmates Craig Nieset and Rob
Bowman in running their final
races in the Brown and Orange.
Nieset struggled midway
through the race before recovering to take 137th in 35:38.
Bowman, who has been battling injuries all season long, fin-
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OPEN MIC NIGHT
sign up at 8:00 p.m.

AHemMivt Clothing • Winter Wear
• Beaded/Hemp Jewtlry • Imported Cigars
• Clove Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Tapestries • Stickers • Posters •
800* Tees • Patchwork Pants • Ha» Glitter

no cover

/• 7" 1 Item Pizza
CAR
/
^ Huge Breadsticks rKjn '
/•SmallSub
&A 7C /
7Wr.gs
**».f3/
4 rvbzzarella Cheese Sticks/
JUST ASK! SPECIAL!

Auto Service
Centers

tafja&h

LIFETIME WARBAHTED

MUFFLERS,
BRAKE PADS & SHOES
SAVE on our complete
tawMonofn [ .
lifetime waminttJ
brake pack and (hoe* - good
for a* long * you own your
■IROffHIS MiS'

I

50°/0(
OFF LIST*

FALL MAINTENANCE
SPECIAL

Brett Strang

Sentoi
Back
Boyd.
Wisconsin

Napervtlle.
Illinois

Llcht-Ordway ran an
18:27 at Saturday'* I
District IV Championships, finishing 12th
overall — narrowly
missing an Individual
berth In the NCAAs —
as BG took fourth In
the meet.

Strang tallied the first
goal for BG In
Saturday's NCAA playin game against
Colgate to lead the
Falcons to a 2-0 victory and a third
straight trip to the
NCAA Tournament.

HONORABLE MENTION: Laura Deneau, Christine
Thompson and Jessica LaFene. women's cross country;
Jackl Rater man, women's basketball; Nancy Simpson
and Bethany Budde, women's swimming; Darren Nlles,
men's soccer; Tony Reid, men's basketball
The FALCON ATHLETES OF THE
WEEK Is a Joint venture of The BG
News and WBGU-FM Sports, the
students' guides to BGSU athletics.

WBGU-FM "Df"
88.1

N \ VV S

Let your future be with
RE. Management.
Stop by for a complete
apartment listing.

/ Nat V^Wkh Any OttwrOHef •£■!*••

12<OIJ97/'

SIOHWCSIZ

7>&o9&r9it *rn SVCROPS

6 Week Program
Earn B.G.S.U. Credit
Classes in English or French
Prepare for Globaliztion
Learn About European Culture and Business
See the World Cup!!

Stortmf Al...

Include?: I gallon of annIreew; battery, alternator

ter check; Rotate
all four'

na&\
29
..(•' *-/>!

• W LffUOFCTrR cfttKS. MOST CARS i 11GHT TRICKS

353-2444 • 1087 S. Main Street
Ntxtt.

Wendy Licht-Ordway

Opan 4 pm
Lunch weekends

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tuffy Does It Right!

Th© BG News / WBGU-FM Sports

352-5166

BRAKES • EXHAUST • SHOCKS • STRUTS • ALIGNMENT • SUSPENSION • AIR CONDITIONING

Tuffy

Other games this weekend:
Butler at Indiana (1) .
Brown al Si. John's
Southern Flonda at Florida International (8)
Santa Clara at UCLA (5)
Stanford at Washington
UNC Charlotte at Clemson
Charleston Southern at S. Carolina (4)
Rider at Southern Methodist (3)
Boslon U at Dartmouth
SW Missouri St at St Louis
Creighton (61 at Air Force
William & Mary at American (7)
Maryland al Rutgers
Georgetown at Virginia Commonwealth
Howard at Virginia (2)

FREE DELIVERY

(gold & siker) & wide assortment of
washable colors • Body Purifiers (100*
guarantee) •Leather - padded wool socks
•Scented oils * lotions •

445 E. Woostcr
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

19 and Over Every Night

• See SENIORS, page seven.
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Interested in Playing?

ished 172nd. He fell off the pace
early, but managed to mount a
furious run up the final hill and
carried himself in with pride.
Williams was seeking to prove
that his 26th-place showing at the
Mid-American Conference
Championships Nov. 1 was not a
fluke.
"I was pretty confident going
into it," Williams said. "I really

Bowling Green Falcons
vs.
Marquette Golden Eagles
Saturday, Nov. 22, 7 p.m.
MU Valley Field
Milwaukee, Wis.

Information Meetings
Tuesday, November 18th, & Wednesday, November 19th
7:00 p.m. BA 4000
Registration & Financial Aid Info Available
More Info: Dr. Chittle 372-8180
chittle@cba .bgsu.edu

J

• HOURS: Mon.-Fn.8am.6pm; Sat. 8am-4pm

r
—

___—

;_._

SENIORS

BG volleyball team faces
Ball State in MAC opener
The BC News
One of the goals at the beginning of the season for the
Bowling Green volleyball
team was to qualify for the
Mid-American Conference
tournament.
As they travel to Ball State
tonight to take on the Cardinals in the tournament's
opening round, the Falcons
accomplished that goal. Action
is slated to start at 7 p.m.
Bowling Green (17-13, 7-9
MAC) enters the tournament
as the No. S seed, while Ball
State (20-7, 14-2 MAC) is the

372-6977
The BC Nc*t»ill not kno»in|ly accept edvrfliwrnertu
thai di%> (imrnwc. m encourage di it n mi nation tfrnnu aaj
individual or group on i he bull of raw. wi.co<o«. creed,
religion ruuioful ongin. «eiual orwnUdon. .Inability.
dMu> u a veteran, or on the ban*, of any other legally
protected Malm

Continued from page six.

course was blanketed by an inch BG's second runner in 95th place,
of snow when the gun went off nearly trampled a runner who
had no doubt that I could run as for the men's race at 11 a.m. The slipped and fell in front of him.
good or better than I did at the race quickly turned into a mud"I was coming around a corner,
MAC meet."
bath, making for some slow times and the corners were real wet and unusual circumstances.
more wet than the rest of the
Freshman Dave Anderson, course," Anderson said. "Some
The Indiana University golf
guy for Western (Michigan) just
kinda fell and I did the best I
BUZZSAW
could not to kick him."
Instead, Anderson - wearing
end. Laura Segerlin won the spikes nearly an Inch long - hurContinued from page six.
three-meter event against Illi- dled the Bronco and went on to
nois while Jeff Allen won the finish in 34:22.
tive strokes.
The meet also allowed Tom same event against Cincinnati.
Juniors Pat Carney (99th,
Stoltz get his first attempt at the Southern Illinois, however, dom- 34:26) and Sam Fitzpatrlck
mile freestyle. He finished sec- inated the Falcons.
(139th, 35:40) finished third and
ond in the event, 35 seconds off
fifth for BG, pushing the team
The
Falcons
will
next
see
acof his school record at that distotal to 527 points as the Falcons
tion this Saturday against Clevetance.
land State. Meet time is sched- landed well past their goal of
15th place.
The divers had a mixed week- uled for 1 p.m. at Cooper Pool.
"It was the same problem we'-

No. 4 seed.
Miami is the top seed of the
tournament after beating Ball
State over the weekend.
BG returns to the MAC
tournamnet after not qualifying last year for the first time
since 198a Miami's MAC title
last year stopped a four-year
championship streak by Ball
State
Bowling Green captured the
MAC crown in 1991.
The semifinals and championship rounds will be held
Nov. 22-23 at the site of ther
highest-remaining seed.

Needed: 48 Students lo carry
flags in the BG Unit of the
Bowling Green Holiday Parade
on Nov. 22. For more into.
Contact Jeff at Pomten9bgnet.bgsu.edu
by Nov. 20*
Breakfast will be provided along with
shunts service lo and from parade site

CJO Meeting
Wed 9 I5O103BA

The BG News
Classified
Ads

Guest Speaker: BCI11
Every one welcome

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program m NantM. France
Information Meeting*
Tuei. Nov. lathtWed. Nov. igrh
7 00pm. BA 4000
■Registration » Financial Aid Into Available
For More Into Dr.Chmle372-81«Oor
chiroe@coa.rjgsu.edu

Pre departure Orlentstlon
If you are studying abroad during spring semester 19M. please attend one of the following sessions Wednesday, November 19 from
8u0-10:00pm or Saturday. November 22 from
ioOOam-12 00 noon. Both sessions are in
1104 Orlenhauer West. Call 372-0309 with
questions.

Do you know what lo do in an emergency?
Tl. HELP ARRIVES

The BC New* rc*cr>« the right to decline, dncominoe
or re* lie any •dvcnitcmcM wen aa (note found to be
defamatory. lacking in factual baut, mrtkadang or fabr
in nature All advcrtiKmenft arc uibreci to culling and
approval

Thursday. November 20!h
4:30pm
Student Union-Town Room

RELATrONSHtPS ON THE ROAD
Performance Batcrwlder Wed. Nov. 19 9pm
All are welcome'

15.00 per person
Sign up in 330 Student Union

The BCNewt. a»a forum open to the public, recognian
the impotcibtlity of preventing all of thit type of adver
hung and therefore encourage* our readert to beware
Alwayi be lamiliar *nh a buuneu before tending money
or providing personal credit information Pleate remember, if It toundt too good to be true. it probably n

Student Alumni Association
Eirtem Eipenence Informative Meetingl
Tuesday.Nov. 18.9.15pm. 101 BA
Gain practical work eipenence in your
major field of etudyii

SpontoredbyUAO
Ouet Sons? Call 372-7184

CAMPUS EVENTS

GET THE SCOOP
FE SAB presents an mformaDor: night on
cooperative learning or classroom managemeniThis Wed. at 7pm. 3rd floor Union

An«nbon all Angri TrM VofuntMrsI
if you have akMdy signed up
please call Amy or Diane & 354 5036
©confirm you time'
Tnankt and Sorry tor tv» hTorxwiencel

Interested t\ runes and laughs?
MikeRaybum
Musician and Comedian
Friday. November 21st
8:00-S:30pm
Kreiecher Silver River Cafe
FREEH!

ATTN. CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS" Need
ttt Call For Keep* 353-2232, ask tor Amy to
inquire about an exceftent lundraiiing opportu-

Circie K International n the world's
largest collegiate coed service organization

Nov IB»7O0pm

Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354-4873 BG Pregnancy Canter

expires ll/X/97

EltTS chilli ana' lt*m» available at an additional charffa. Pkwaa ■Mellon
.pacial.han ordering Liplraa 12-31-97

Call Now for Free Delivery!*
e/ITT Of
■llOrCO

pizza comp/^r1v•

Qjfruend£y!s

352-3080

•I...-H.X. Delivery Area. Minimum order req aired.

1068 N. Main
(Next to Kroger)

Room II5BA

OhtoSu», Unton
Wednesday nights 9 00

SUEYOUNE
Taking about co-op's
8 career choices in IPC

'SPRING BREAK' 981

(6 3 4 2)

LOWEST PMCES OMftANTEED

1616E.WOOSTER

"ALL INCLUSIVE"

FREE PARTY PAK

Hi

i afife $99 MMrV-LasTTIDOffn

ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP
EARN CASH & 00 FOR FREE-

Up ...up ...and way
above our competition!

CALL US!
353-MEGA

CANCUN
MAZATLAN
SOUTH PADRE JAMAICA

Two new plans!
Two great rates!

FREE Delivery of 15 Min.pieit-up

■ 1-800-5URF5-UP

The Domino's Meal Plan
Mention tfiij ad when ordering

wwwsiuileiiiexpiess.com

LARGE PEP

$5.99g*

MEDIUM $ A175

One Large One Item Pizza .

1 ITEM
*T
PIZZA
NO LIMIT
Add Breadsbcks
HURRY!
$225
Mon, Tues,
/
\ Wed Onlyl

DEEP DISH SI 00 EXTRA NOT
VALID WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER EXPIRES I 6-91

I
,

MEGA DEAL

loV

PIZJLG'

I'll Spring Break Cancun A Jamaica $3791
Book Early - Savel Gel a group - Go Freel
Panama City H29I South Beach (Bars Close
Sam) $1291 sprlngbreaktraval.com
1 B00«7S-638e

so

PERSONALS

Turkey Club SuperMelt:
With the purchase of
!
another SuDerMelt
!

1027 N. Main St.
Bowling Green

tM SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
At Boardwalk Beach Resort
Panama City's Spring Break Headquarters
Only S30 per person. Restrictions apply.
1 ■■0Q.W4-4ACT

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Backpacks, Sleeping bags, hiking boots.
Waterprool/breathable rainwear A skiwear
tents. Rockdimbing. canoes, kayaks.
Clinics and trips now available
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd. Walervise. OH
(419)878 3700
www lheCanoeshop.com'

CmmcMxairaramrarvsl. ^*a)r»M.Mr.ir««lO» 8XH

IPCCLUB
Nov. t» «> 7:00pm

A

•ALPHA CHI OH EGAThe sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would
like to congratulate Mandy PieM on her
engagement to Theta Chi Soon Perusek.
Best Wishes 11
'ALPHA CHI OMEGA-

Ihi awoon cavw bs ukM ^i *1 rtmcmmjt or ponounai oft.

Room 11SBA
8ua Young
Talking about coop's
8 career choice's in IPC.

•provide service to tie campus ft community
-bmld new friendships
-develop a sense of leadership
•have a fantastic time doing it

ll 11 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
days S279I Includes meals, free parties' Gat •
group • Go Freel Prices increase soon • Save
tSO' sprlngbreaklravel.com 1-80Q-67H-638B

"***y
ve had all season - we just
couldn't get five guys to run
well," Williams said. "You need
five guys to run well to score
good in a meet."
Anderson said the race will
benefit himself and the other returning runners once next year
rolls around.
"I definitely think it was a good
learning experience," Anderson
said. "Running that big a race;
that's probably the biggest race
I've had since the state meet in
high school. ... I definitely think
it's going to be a building block to
next year.

SERVICES OFFERED

Study Abroad/Financial Aid Keeling
come learn how your financial aid package applies to your study abroad eipenence Thissession will be held on Thursday. November
20 from 200-3:00pm in the Capoal Room m
the Union Cell 372-0309 with questions.

FREE

IPCCLUB

VrtiyehooM you torn?

Would you like to help over 900
truly, needy children? If so become
an angel tree volunteer II For more
information please cal Amy or
Dune @ 3S4 5036 or come to
the Cirde K meeting @ 9:00pm
Wednesday - Ohio Suite. Union.

Tight On Funds?
Split it With a Friend

Sponsored by UAO
Questions??? Call 372-7184

rklNfT*

page
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$8.99

since 1964

Any Size Pizza

Open 4pm Weekdays

With Up To 9 Items

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

-

^T

Dt-EP DISH SI EXTRA DOUBLE
CHIESE EXTRA NOT VA1 ID- «SV
(1THER
llll'ROrltiH
OTTER LXHRESI-MV
fcX PIKES I 6-9»

FALCON COMBO

EXP. 11-26-97
r/

$9.99

One Medium Two llem Pizza.
Two Coca-Colas &

!

One Order or Twisty Bread
NOT VALID WfTH ANY OTHER I
OFFER EXPIRES 1-8-91

_______—J

Management Inc.
215 E. Poe Rd. Studio apt,
Laundry on site. 230/mo.
avail In Jan. call 353-5800

CA

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St, 1 bdrm-gas
heat A/C starting
340/mo-f elec/gas. Avail. Jan
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Now Leasing for Fall of
1998!!! Stop by 1045 N. Main
lor a complete listing or call
353-5800.
.

DOUBLE LARGE

$12.99$Pi
I
I

.

Two Large Two Item
Pizzas

. ^^^ DEEPDISH 11 EXTRA NOT VALID
|<^W wrnMNVOTHEROITCR
^Jr
EXPIRES 1-4-91

I
.

IMtetf dm offer.
6et your special rate
certificate today!

DOUBLE MEDIUM

$10.99$^
TWo Medium Two Item
Pizzas
DEEP DISH SI EXTRA NOT VALID
WmiAKVOTHEIlOrTtR

We accept competitors' coupons
for like Product & Service

I
I

R Met and yields an subject ID change without not ice. These are fixed rear accounts. The
APY it baaed on Use assumption that dividends remain on deposit until maturity. Federal
regulations require t dividend penalty foi early withdrawal. See the truth in savings
discloaare for complete account information. Glass City Federal Credit Union is federally
insured by the National Credit Union Administration Rates in effect as of 11/1/97.

I

-

I

#

The BG News

pageS
ACHIACHI AOII
ConoratVaiiona Kelly Pratt on bong
mi&alad in Phi Upeilon Onwconi
AOII AOII AOII
AOII AOII AOII
Congratulations 10 our officers of tha
week Jo* Huhn and Melissa Hannl Graat job*
AOII AOII AOII

1 Graduation ticket needed
Call 372-5677

Sublease's needed for spring semester
Perfect localon/ cheap tent
Call Carrie 352 8786

1 or 2 sublaassrs for Jan. to May for 2 bedroom
apt on Fourth St. Pay only Mac kghisa
HJS'mo Call 352 9758

WANTED:
3 DEC. GRADUATION
TICKETS-Will pay$
Call Jan 353-7905

1 Sublease* needed for Spring Semester.
Good locator), own bedroom, washer ft dryer
Can 352-3468 Ask tor Andrew

CABLE TV OESCRAMBLER KITS
Gal all Die channele only $1495
Call 3549690
Limited supply VatavMaataroard Acceplad

1 Ticket lor Dec 20th Graduation
Win pay lor ticket t phone call
Tina PreulaH 440-3SS-612S
110 2 sublease's needed
Cal Chris or Brian 9352-2472

OatHMimyl
Fraa Nutritional Assessments
Call 372-9355
For an appointment
Cantar lor Wallnau * Pteventon

2 Graduation Tickets Needed.
Call 352-8331

KKQ•KKO•KKQ•KKQ•KKO•KKO

3 Graduation tickets tor December
VW pay ca»h. Can David g70-484-6744

Congratulatons Sis of the Waek Amy Klmar
and Undaay Ooughtary' Wa love you guysl

Desperate tor Graduation Tickats
Call 353-0247

KKO' KKO ' KKO ' KKO' KKO' KKO
KKO • SKJ EP • KKO • SfO EP ■ KKO

Need Graduation Tickets
Call Mate at 354-1292
VVill pay money

Congratulations Julia Hypa on your lavaliarmg
to Sigma Phi Epailon's Sieve Hunt1

Naad Gradualon Tickats.
Call Mwe ©354 0444

KKO • 8a3 EP • KKO • SKJ EP • KKQ
RELATIONSHIPS ON THE ROAD
ParformanoaBalchaldarWad . Nov 199pm
AJarawalcomai

One Subleaser needed ASAP
Thru June tor new dupejK. Lg kiichenAying
room and bedroom Very dose to campus
353-5144

URGENT!
Naad Graduation Tickats - Win pay
Cad Chna, 372-5773

Subleaser needed tor Spnng Sem. 2 bdrm
turn. Across from BV¥ 3's. Rent is negotiable
Call tor more info. 354-4337
Sublease' Wanted New Frazee Apia.
3 bdrm, 2 bath, fireplace. 3 other
roomawa Call tor info. 352-2803

WANTED

Pizza Hul Now Hiring shift managers Both locations Good pay. Benefits Apply in person.
1502E Woosler

HELP WANTED
»1000 WEEKLYII Stufl envelopes at home for
12.00 each plus bonuses FT. PIT. Make
S800*weekly. guaranteed) Free supplies For
details, send one stamp to N-181. 12021 Wil
shire Blvd. Suite 552, los Angeles. CA 90025
$1500 weekly potential mailing our ancutars.
Free Inlormallon.Call 410-347 1475.
CLEVELAND/AKRON STUDENTS
Great Part Time Job Opportunrlleell
Home City Ice offers FLEXIBLE hours and
EXCELLENT pay for in employees during He
school year and summer break. 8-40 hours per
weekJobs average S6 SO-10 OO/hour
Call Brian or Tommy Toil-Free
800376-5388
Please call us during your winter break to interview and apply.
CRUISE SHIP 1 LAND TOUR EMPLOYMENT • Discover how to work in exoDC locations, meat fun people, while earning a living m
these exciting industries' For employment inlotmaiion.ca)1 517 33&057I Efl C55441
Dancers - Now hiring lor the
01 Gentlemen's Club m Toledo.
Travel A magazine modeling available
DejaVu 419-531-0079
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT Discover
how lo work m America's Parks, Forests &
Wildlile Preserves Competitive wages • bonuses! Seasonal/year round. For employment
information, cal: (517) 324-3081 em. N5S441
Part tana office cleaning. Evenings, over
Thanksgiving ft Chnstmas break. 15-20 hrs.
Derweek Call 352-5622

• Complete Machine Shop Service
• New & Rebuilt Pans for Auto, Truck and Tractor
• Complete Line of Auto. Truck and Tractor
Accessories - American & Foreign

^MACHINE
11 SHOP
[^SERVICE

S. MAIN & NAPOLEAN
BOWLING GREEN

.
e
e
e
•
•

m

FROM ANY PLACE
IN BOWLING CREEN

♦ TAX

IF YOUR REPAIR
AT OUR SHOP
EXCEEDS $100.00
MOST CARS & LICHT TRUCKS

UP TO 5 QTS. OF OIL
MOST CARS & LICHT TRUCKS

For Sale 1990 Honda CIVIC LX
Very Good Condition, Air, Automatic
Asking $40000 BO
419-332 4472 altar 6 30pm
For sale 89 While Toyota Corolla w/sunroof.
93,000 miles. $2500. automatic. Call (419)
242 9650
GREAT GIFT IDEA
Exclusive BGSU Throw Blanket. Beautiful design only $50.95. For Keeps Dowtown Between Ace ft Ben Franklin Call 353-2232 to or-

STUDENTS
Earn extra money while receiving personal
satisfaction assisting individuals 'Vith mental
disabilities. Part time and substitute positrons
available
H interested, please come to tie Anne Grady
Center to complete an application.
ANNE OR ADY CENTER
1S2SEBERROAD
HOLLAND, OHKJ 43528
EOE

2 bedroom. i bath, turnished apl. located on
2nd St. Avail lor second semester Call
354-4083
704 Second St -Newly constructed lg 3 BR
2barh house, immediate occupancy. Tenants
pay all utilities, dishwasher provided and laundry hookups in utjl room. Range and refrigerator negotiable Depoul $775. rent $775 NO
PETSI Call John Newtove Real Estate at
3*4 2260
Duplex house with 1 bedrroom and yard. Subleaser needed by Dec 2Slh $440 per month
including all utilities 353 5266
Eft. and 2 BDRM apt
Avail, now or 2nd Semester
NO PETS 353 8206 OR 354 8206
Female Subleaser Wanted $168/mo
Close to campus Cal 353-2191

der^
Guitar Amplifier Hall-Suck. Carvm 3200 master tube theories 100 wan head A 400 waft 4 x
12 cabinet. Owned less than 6 mo. Excellent
cond. Call 353-5144

Houses ft Duplexes tor '98- "99 school year
1 to 4 person homes available
12 month leases only starting in May
Steve Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)

Macintosh SE 80 MHD wtti printer $250. Call

686-8311
Mobil Home For Sale Weston
14 x 65 Very good condition
$8900 Owner financing available

Bob© 669-3393

Toledo Country Club now hinng lor part time
holiday help. Banquet stall, wait staff and bus
ser positions available. Above average pay
rate for all positions. Scholarship opportunities
available. Day and evening shifts wanted Will
happily work with class schedules. Apply in
person or call lor more information @(419)
382-3416.

Pentax 35mm. 1-70mm telemacro AF Zoom
camera $175 PacNnko (pinball machine) $50
Call 352-1350
PowerBook 170 8/200/14.4. $565 . tax
PowerBook 170 8/80/14.4. $495 . taut
Call Paul at 353-72SS

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

144 Fax/Modem Spkr. Phone and AT ft T
cordless phone. $35 each Call 3736069

1 -4 sublease's needed for next semester
2 blocks from campus Call 354 2427

SouthSido Self Storage now
renting all sizes at 993 s Main

353 8206 or 354 8206
Storage Avail. 5x10- 10x30 units.
Call 354 2260
Sublease' wanted to' spring and aumme' semesters 1 bedroom apartment in Hillsdale
Complex $350/mo Call 354 1302
Subleaser needed for Spnng '98. Furnished et
haeny apartment. Close lo campus, laundry
facilities Call Chris at 352 5642
Sublet: 2 side-by-side efficiences connected by
envyway Large storage space Weal to' 2
friends but will sublet separately. $360 each
347 N Mam St Apt C ft D Call 3520185
(leave message)

CAR CAR
BP

TUNE UPS
WE
BREAKS
COOLING SYSTEMS
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
CLUTCHES
TIMING BELTS

CARE

Automotive — Service Centers

Is Your Car
Ready For
Cold
Weather?

CALL 352-5244 FOR APPT.

fcOl StKV.^t AKUUINU!

>

BGSU Students and Faculty Receive a 10%
Discount Off Services
• Winterization Special is On! Call for Details
• Free Battery Inspection
• Tires
• Free Brake Inspection with Brake Service

WINTERIZE NOW!

$

38.95

TAX

DD[p88

BQDDQCOO©
o

BELT & HOSE INSPECTION
FLUSH & FILLCOOLINC
SYSTEM WITH UP TO
2 CAL. ANTIFREEZE
MOST CARS & LICHT TRUCKS

SOCKMAN
AUTOMOTIVE

SOCKMAN
AUTOMOTIVE

SOCKMAN
AUTOMOTIVE

352-3607
425 GRANT ST»BG
BEHIND DAIRY QUEEN

352-3607
425 GRANT ST»BG
BEHIND DAIRY QUEEN

352-3607
425 GRANT ST«BG
BEHIND DAIRY QUEEN

EXP. 1/1/98

Emerson Microwave Oven. $40 Good Condition Cal Manx 372-4111

FINE SELECTION OF USED CARS

<lr!

FREE TOWING

LUBE-OIL»FILTER

16.95

"*"

£HB

Boo i?669 3393

(CALL GREG)

525 Pear] St., B.G. • 353-5841
M-F8-8;Sat.8-3

Computer for Sale
486 MultiMedia Com plea) System
Internet ready $435
Upnght Freezer for Sale $75

1-4 sublease's needed for spring semester
very dose to campus, call 353-4194

24/24 WARRANTY 24/24 WARRANTY 24/24 WARRANTY

AUTO I nuipiMRTs
PARTS CENTER

The People You Can Trust

1994 Honda Hem
(Scooter) For Sale
Call 353*127

SEASONAL
ORDER
ENTRY
15 75 16 25..
Hickory Farms is now hiring M and pan-time
Order Entry personnel 10 input orders into our
order processing system. Positions are open
on day, evening, and third shifts during tie
week and on weekends 4,6. and 8 hour shifts
available Must have basic computer and typing skills. Positions are also open for clencaf
personnel Attendance incentives, generous
employee discount, and proleesional supervision. Apply in person at our corporate offices
Mori.- Fn from 9:00am - 7 00pm. MF Hickory
Farms, 1505 Holland Rd . Maumee. OH
43S37.EOE
HICKORY FARMS

■■■^^■■■^■^■^■mHiBB

VISA

Tuesday. November 18,1997

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE
Hours of Operation: Mon - Fri 7:00 am to 6:30 pm,
Sat 8:00 am to 2:00 pm

275 S. Main St. Bowling Green |jj
419*353*3060

..to keep from
being frosty.

#Most Major Credit Cards Accepted

EXP. 1/1/98

EXP. 1/1/98

s

WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY ASE |

filiY.MiVIHat .lY.I.Y.V.V.'l.af ..'■■iiY.V.Viit

uMlVtRSITYSERV/cf<M

K & G Marathon
405 E. Woosrer - Across from Toco Bell
352-1668
AAA TOWING SERVICE 24HRS.
r

$13.95

• 5 qt. Marathon Oil
• Oil Filter
• Car Inspection

|

Expire* 12-31-97_

/A/ft

Includes 2 Gallons
of Antl-Freeze

_ Expire* 12-31;97_

$22.95

ASE Certified Technicians
President's Award
Service Excellence Award
Body Shop

Mon.- Fri. 7;30-6pm j
Thursday till 8pm

Cad us for Expel t
Repair & Bodywork!

_ Expires 1_£-3^97_

EW OWNER:
MATT MOON

(4)YlRi "ROTATION
ANDIALANCE

ONLY
$9 •i OK

NEW LOCATIONS

1089 N. MAIN
BEHIND NAPA

"B.G.'s One Stop Shop"

D Goodwrench Servtce

FILTER
(up to 5 qts. oD
Most cars &
Ught Trucks)

\M«.M.TH0N/

THAYER
Chevrolet - Geo
Toyota

Toledo 244-2161

LUBE

OIL

FLUSH & FILL ""TIRE ROTATION
& BALANCE
$21.95

1 On7 CHANGE
I

OIL CHANGE

U&*sZ-

WE
EMPLOY
• We Service all CM
• Models & Toyotas
Free Shuttle Service
* Complete Line of Rentals
* Including Vans

1225 N. St., Bowling Green, Ohio
Local 353-5751
Direct Parts Line 352-PART
® TOYOTA

Preaenl ana coupeMM

COOLING SYSTEM
CHICK
ONLY

ASz
4 HOUR TOWING
SERVICE HOURS:
M0N-FRI 7AM-5PM;
SAT 7AM-N00N

Flush/Tfuiti

MAINTSNAHCE
SffCS;
4 Cylinder- $39.95
aV t'wtlmitar Clal OK

$39.95
i appoint*

WRIGHT TIRE & AUTO CENTE

■

_

